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Burmese Writing in Iowa

TWENTY YEARS OF BURMESE WRITERS
IN THE IWP

Founded at the University of Iowa in 1967 by the American
poet and teacher Paul Engle and the Taiwanese novelist
and translator Nieh Hualing Engle, the International
Writing Program (IWP) had from its very beginning the
goal of bringing together writers from all over the world
and presenting them to American audiences—at that time
infinitely more isolated in the Cold War and pre-internet
era from global literary influences. Because of the
founders’ background, there was always a special interest
in writers from Asia. It would take less than ten years to
host writers from the two Chinas around the same table in
Iowa City. Yet another two decades passed before the first
writer from Burma joined the IWP. That writer was U Win
PE, and the year was 1994.
Since then eighteen Burmese participants have participated
in the program, at least one per year since 2000. While the
initial writers came under the auspices of the US
Department of State, the majority have been generously
and consistently supported by the Open Society Institute’s
Burma Project. Thus we have had the privilege of hosting
several distinct generations of Burmese writers, becoming
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familiar, in broad contours at least, with changes in the
literary agendas, styles, and concerns in this politically
volatile period. Discovering the remarkable artistic
versatility of writer, painter and filmmaker U Win Pe
(1994), the spiritual and political intensity of the poetry of
U Moe Hein (2006), the intimate realism of Mya Hnaung
Nyo (2001) and Khet Mar (2007), the powerfully symbolic
prose-poetry of Ma Thida (2005) and the high experimental
poetic style of Pandora (2012) and Zeyar Lynn (2013), we
were often guided by the critical commentaries and literaryhistorical glosses of a Maung Swan Yi (2003) or, more
recently, by the eye-opening surveys of movements in
Burmese poetry that Zeyar Lynn delivered in lecture form
to students at the University of Iowa. Interspersed with
the writers came occasionally journalists like the
indefatigable Khet Mar, filmmakers (Cho Tu Zaw, 2011)
and, most recently, as the political climate was breaking,
bloggers working in the digital environment of topical
prose and mixed media (Nay Phone Latt, 2013, Myay
Hmone Lwin, 2014). Almost all of our participants have
also had careers as translators, whether from English or
other world languages; and almost all in turn contributed
to better general knowledge of Burmese literature and
culture in this country by participating in the annual
Burmese Studies conference at the nearby University of
Northern Illinois. In turn, we met with them again on their
home terrain during a 2013 Reading Tour in Yangon,
widening the web of connections spun year by year in Iowa
City.
On my first visit to Yangon, during the darkest days of
Burma’s recent history, Ma Thida described for me how
she survived her long years in solitary confinement and
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the importance of books, which she and her fellow political
dissidents referred to as vitamins. A book is indeed a form
of nutrition for the soul. And we could not be more pleased
to have the writing of our Burmese friends, produced or
translated for the IWP’s benefit during these twenty
transformative years, gathered in one volume. We are eager
to continue reading your work in years to come.
7/31/2015

Christopher Merrill
Director, International Writing Program
The University of Iowa
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Publisher's Note

This volume would not come into existence without the
IWP and its invitation to Burmese authors.
The background of this book is long and has several
narratives stories. It reflects and details the 20 years period
of Burmese writing styles and techniques, and some aspects
of Myanmar lifestyle, from the first writer in this book,
Win Pe in 1994 to the last one, Myae Mhone Lwin in
2014.
I would like to thank Nataša Durivicová for her help with
collecting the texts, Christopher Merrill for the preface,
the original writers and translators, and also every staffs
and faculty members in the IWP. In addition, this book
wuld not have been possible without the support of the
Open Society institute, who was the main sponsor for the
Burmese authors who have participated in the IWP
residency at the University of Iowa. I would also like to
thank the U.S Embassy in Yangon for making Burmese
writers’ travel as smooth as possible.
You are holding a book that has a collection of texts written
by many Burmese writers in the past 20 years. If you are
ready to read a range of writing styles of rival Burmese
writers, please turn to the next page.
NDSP
House of Myanmar
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Win Pe
Win Pe( b. 1935) was born in Mandalay.
He is a highly acclaimed artist, writer,
cartoonist and film director. All of his

artworks are a huge influence on younger
generations. His pen name was banned
by government when he lived in America.
He is the very first writer from Myanmar
to have participated in the IWP residency.
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The Middle of May

It is hot in Mandalay in the middle of May.
By two in the afternoon, the heat is at its height and the
tarmac on the main road in the Bawdigon Quarter is
melting. There is not a soul to be seen. Everyone with an
ounce of sense stays indoors trying to keep cool as best
they can.
It was at this time of the day and year that a flatbed
truck, loaded down with pots of flowering plants, was
rumbling east along east along the A-road.17 There was no
other traffic and it was going at quite a rate when a clay
pot balanced near the edge of the back suddenly fell off. It
landed on the hard, dirt road and smashed into smithereens.
The soil inside scattered everywhere, and the little green
plant lay denuded, just as if someone had pulled it up from
the earth and shaken it free of all the soil clinging to its
roots.
The truck driver braked sharply and the tires gave out a
screech, piercing the shifting silence of the
neighborhood. People from the surrounding houses came
running out to see what was up. The driver's mate sprang
down from the cab and looked back at the broken pot-the
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debris was already a full fifty or sixty feet behind. Instead
of running back to pick up the pot, he glanced up at the
driver with annoyance and said, "It's in bits, boss."
"What sort is it, one of the big or little ones?"
"Little."
'Forget it, then. Jump in!"
The heat had made them impatient and with another
screech of their tires, they were gone.
The people who had emerged from the nearby houses
were left looking on in silence at the plant and the
remnants of the pot. Seconds, minutes passed. No one made
a move.
The plant was at least eighty feet away from the house
of Nyo Hmaing, who, like everyone else, was standing at
the little plant as it lay forlornly in the afternoon glare.
Nobody seemed inclined to venture out onto the road to
retrieve it. Without any appearance of haste, he slowly
walked up to it, and retrieved it, while the others followed
his every movement, saying nothing. It was only when he
had just about regained his house that the trouble began.
"Maung Nyo Mmaing! Give that little plant to your old
Aunty, there's a good fellow!" This was a woman whom
Nyo Hmaing couldn't stand the sight of, and he had no
intention of doing her any favors.
"I certainly won't. I picked it up because I wanted it for
myself," he retorted. He had barely gone ten paces before
he was accosted again, this time by the bailiff, Ko Wun,
who called out to him, inviting him into his house for an
evening drink. As soon as Nyo Hmaing had accepted, Ko
Wun said, "So, what will you do with that plant?"
"Pull off all the leaves and make a salad, naturally,"
Nyo Hmaing replied sardonically.
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"Oh, come now: all I wanted to say was, if by any chance
you don't want it, could I have it?"
"But, of course, I don't want it; why else would I have
risked sunstroke retrieving it?"
"Ko Wun, don't waste your breath talking to this freak,"
butted in Ko Wun's wife. "If you want a plant go and buy
one yourself. There's hardly a world shortage of them!"
So Ko Nyo Hmaing decided to leave and had walked as
far as the bicycle shop down the road when Law San, the
Chinese businessman, came scurrying out of his noodle
shop across the road.
Nyo Hmaing reflected with irritation that only a few
minutes ago, not one of them had gone out of their way to
pick up the plant- they had all just stood around gawking
at it. It was only after he had rescued it that they had all
decided they had a claim to it. He looked at Law San in
silence.
" My collection of potted plants is almost
complete," explained Law San. "But I'm missing one of
this sorts. And, after all, what on earth would you want
with it? You've never grown anything in your life."
"Ah, but you see, I've just decided to make a start."
"Now, do be reasonable, my dear Ko Nyo this one plant
won't add up to much. You can't make oil from one grain
of sesame seed, you know."
Nyo Hmaing noted how silver-tongued Law San could
be in Burmese when he wanted to be. "If you were so keen
to have it, why didn't you run out and pick it up yourself?"
he demanded.
"I was just about to, but I thought I might look rather
foolish if I went out there to pick it up and then you_"
"Precisely. That's precisely how I felt, but now that I've
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done it, I certainly don't intend on handing the goods over
to you. I'm going to grow it all by myself." And Nyo
Hmaing walked off before Law San could get in another
word.
Outside his house, he found Ko Khant waiting for him.
"I can't believe this!" he exclaimed.
"I know, I know" soothed Ko Khant. "Isn't extraordinary how everyone expects you to hand that plant
over to them for free? Well, listen, pal, I'm prepared to buy
it from you. How much do you want?"
"You're no better than the rest," replied Nyo Hmaing.
"I'm not giving it away, I'm not selling it, and not even
wild horses will drag it from me!" So what have you to
say to that?"
Ko Khant was startled and decided the heat must be
affecting his poor friend's nerves. Up until now money
had been his way of getting everything he wanted. He beat
a hasty retreat into his own imposing residence.
Nyo Hmaing turned into his gate and noticed Ma Tin
Kyi and her son Po San from across the street observing
his every movement. Ma Tin Kyi, he knew, was a
determined type and her six-year-old took after her. He
hurried indoors and, without delay, took the plant into the
backyard where he shoveled some earth into an old tin
pail reset the plant, watering it carefully. As he was
working, he caught the sound of young Po San wailing
across the street.
At four o'clock, Ko spruced himself up and as he set off
for the town hall on his scooter, he vaguely noticed Dr.Tin
Maung's jeep parked outside Ma Tin Kyi's house. He
returned home at eight, the worse for drink (as was not
uncommon on his nights out with his friends). He crawled
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into bed to sleep it off and was dimly aware of the sound
of Po San crying next door. At three in the morning he
woke up with a tremendous thirst and, as he drank down
two glasses of water in quick succession, he noticed the
lights were on in Ma Tin Kyi's house. He could still, he
thought, make out the distant sobs of Po San.
He didn't wake up until seven, and pricked his ears up
when he heard that Po San was still crying.
"Nyo Hmaing! Open up, Nyo Hmaing!"
It was Ko Pyar from the bicycle repair shop.
"Nyo Hmaing, you're the only man in town who can
save him!"
"What on earth are you talking about?"
"Didn't you hear Po San crying all night long?"
"What of it?"
"He won't stop. He's got a raging fever. He's in dire
shape!"
"I remember I saw that Dr. Tin Maung was around last
night!" allowed Nyo Hmaing.
"That's right. He did everything he could, but it wasn't
any use. This kid hasn't got any ordinary fever_ he
apparently just wants that plant you picked up off the road
yesterday. It seems Ma Tin Kyi told her son to stop
badgering her about it, whacked him one, and then he
started up bawling. He's cried himself into a raging fevr,
even though it's all in his head. I tell you, he could die for
absolutely nothing."
As Nyo Hmaing stared in disbelief, wondering what to
do, he seemed to hear Po San's wails growing fainter and
fainter. He snatched up the tin pail and rushed over to Ma
Tin Kyi's house. He very deliberately placed the plant next
to the bed where Po San was stretched out, emitting ex-
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hausted sobs.
"Po San, look what Uncle's brought you. Just what you
wanted, isn't it? So stop crying that’s more like it! Come,
have a little sip of water."
And so it was that Po San's life was saved. Nyo Hmaing
found himself assuring Ma Tin Kyi who professed her profuse apologies over the affair that giving away the plant
was nothing, not even a trifle; and that the main thing was
that Po San had been saved from a meaningless death.
When at last he returned home, he threw himself into an
easy chair, contemplating the fact that this was not the
first time something along these lines had happened to
him; the affair of the potted plant contained many points
of similarity to the manner in which he had one, many
years ago, lost his girl.

Translated by Vicky J.Bowman

Originally published in Burmese in Anawa, May 1998
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Pe Myint
U Pe Myint (b. 1949) has published over

twenty-five books of fiction, non-fiction, and
translated works, including, among many
others, Those Who Sell “Things” for Human
Use and other stories, the winner of the 1995
National Literary Award. Some of his other
original and translated works include On

Death and other short stories (1993), Normal Mind and
Normal Behavior (a collection of articles on applied

psychology, 1993), Ward Number Six (translation 1977,
original by Anton Chekhov) and First Love (translation
1988, original by Ivan Turgenev). Pe Myint was educated
in medicine at the Institute of Medicine in Yangon, and in

journalism at the Indochina Media Memorial Foundation
in Bangkok. He worked as a medical practitioner for 11

years, and now serves as editor for two publishing houses,
Sarpaylawka Bookhouse and Myanmar Book Publishing
House.
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The Trial

The front room of the Headsman’s house, temporarily
turned into a court, was already packed with people
sitting on the floor. Out in the yard they clustered in groups;
some laughed among themselves, some chuckled and some
discussed the case in furious tones.
Now this was no ordinary case and hence it was
no ordinary hearing. It was an emergency hearing, and the
‘judge’ had no idea what he should call the crime.
Anyhow, officials were getting ready to start the
proceedings; the two defendants were present.
The crowd still chattered.
“Shameless jerk should be jailed five years and
kept there....that Kyaw Sein Oo. Who does he think he is,
always wearing that torn pair of shorts and with that
scraggly beard? Never did a day’s work, drunk all hours.”
A matronly lady sitting on the floor of the front verandah
muttered darkly.
“What clever chaps! Never knew anyone like em.
They could be put on show in a circus tent.” That with a
chuckle from a short, fat man standing in the front yard.
“Clever? Clever? They disgraced our village.
People will think that we’re barbarians, that we’re vulgar.
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Hang them both, that’s what I say.” A skinny old man
nearby said with fury. He held a stout cane in his hand, for
an unknown purpose. But if the judge were to hand over
the defendants into his hands, you can be sure he’d drip
the skin off their backs with that cane.
“All quite! Silence! The hearing will begin!”
As chairman of the Judicial Committee, the
headman shouted and thumped his plam resoundingly on
the table. He looked to be in his sixties, stout and
muscular. Even when he was young, he had wielded a cane
to bring to order any uproar caused by the feisty young
blades at the village fairs. He has a certain presence; people
were in awe of him.
“Well now, Maung San Phyo, you begin; tell us
what you saw, you’re the eye-witness,”
The headman called out to San Phyo sitting in front
of him. San Phyo himself was not a member of the
administrative council, but he liked to be an active
supporter of all doings of the village; he was an officious
little man.
He stood up, nervously rubbing his short stubble
of hair.
“It was like this, your Honour. I was not there when
it happened, but I got there as soon as the fuss started. I
saw the White Lady pointing at Ko Kyaw Sein Oo and
Than Chaung, and talking angrily in her language. Then
Ko Aung Thein who was staying in the same bungalow
came up and asked her in English what happened. She
said that that man must be insane, trying something like
this on the beach in full view of the public; that he should
be sent to the loony bin, and that Ko Aung Thein must
inform the authorities. Then she went inside the
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bungalow. So I told Ko Aung Thein I’d inform the
authorities, and so I came to you.” He sat down.
“Oh, right then, any eye-witnesses who actually
saw what happened?” the Headman asked the room at
large, casting his eyes over the crowd.
Ko San Phyo again stood up to answer. “Yes, your
honour, there was Ba Toke and Kyaw Aye, who just came
back from fishing. They were there. They said they saw
everything. Some girls picking shells from the rocks saw
it, too.”
The headman looked around the room and spotted
Kyaw Aye.
“Get up, Kyaw Aye. Tell us what you saw.”
Lanky, round-shouldered Kyaw Aye stood up none
too steadily. He looked as if he has had a few drinks. He
peered around the audience. He lived in the same village
as the defendants after all, and they had often gone to the
grog shop together.
“Yes, your honour, I was there, but at that time I
was bent down, picking up the fish that fell out of my
pouch, so I didn’t see anything.”
The two defendants bent their heads to hide their
grins.
“Now, Kyaw Aye, tell the truth. San Phyo said you
were very close to the incident.”
San Phyo immediately got to his feet.
“As I got there I heard Kyaw Aye saying loudly,
Whiter than white! For sure he saw it.” He turned to Kyaw
Aye. “You said that, didn’t you?”
The people laughed.
The headman cajoled, “Tell the truth, Kyaw Aye.
It’s for the sake of our village; don’t lie, now.”
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Kyaw Aye looked around with a silly grin on his
face. The headman’s face turned hard; he was about to say
something. Just then, Kyaw Sein Oo, one of the accused,
got to his feet.
“Hey, Kyaw Aye, go ahead and tell them what you
saw. I’ll deal with it my own way.”
“Talk, Kyaw Aye,” the headman ordered curtly.
“Yes, your honour. I will tell what I saw. As I came
back after fishing, near where it happened, I saw Than
Chaung sitting with a bottle on some rocks. I wanted to
get a drink from him and as I went up to him I saw Kyaw
Sein Oo near the White Lady who was picking some
seashells. So I wondered what he was up to. I don’t know
what he was saying, but I heard him say, “Berry byoo tee
fool’ in a loud voice. The White Lady looked startled and
turned back towards the bungalow. And that chap ran
after him and what do you think? He did it then and there.”
Kyaw Aye was talking with great relish, waving
his arms. He continued: “It was just as San Phyo said just
now, whiter than white!”
A man in the audience was startled into making a
loud exclamation, then fell silent, abashed.
“That son of a slut, talking without shame and
relishing it. If he were not fishing, he’d be doing it with
them. that’s for sure”, a woman remarked loudly. The
audience tittered.
The headman held up his hand for silence.
“Now then, Kyaw Sein Oo, tell the truth. What
possessed you to do such a thing, in pubblic? Are you
crazy?”
Kyaw Sein Oo got to his feet. His hair and beard
were long and untrimmed; he was dressed in a dirty jacket
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which has long lost its original colour, and a much patched
and darned dark blue trousers.
“I am not crazy, your honour, maybe a bit drunk,
but not a lot, mind, only a bit.
I will explain.”
He turned his back to the bench and faced the
people with what dignity he could muster.
“I didn’t! I just dropped in,” Than Chaung
interrupted. He was a stocky, short man, rather shabbily
dresed. He did not look up as he spoke, but kept his head
bent.
“Yes, all right, he just dropped in, but anyways,
we always go to the grog shop, so that’s that. The other
day we caught a number of lobsters, and handed over the
money to the shop, and out of that, we pay for drinks and
smokes....”
“Get to the point,” the headman thundered. “Don’t
waste time.”
“Well, we sat and drank and drank and we began
to talk of the holiday makers...those girls, even the
Burmese, and the white ladies, how theirs swimsuits seem
to shrink every year, some are just two little bits of cloth
tied with string! Even Ko Thar Yin said they’re no bigger
than his hand.”
“Ah ha, so Ko Thar Yin’s in it, too!” a wag called
out. The headman glared at him.
Kyaw Sein Oo continued. “The other night, they
were seen swimming, ahem, without wearing, you know.
Everyone knew. Now is that proper? Is that good? We were
not indulging in dirty talk, we were having a discussion
from the point of view of keeping our culture safe, for the
good of the village.”
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“Discussion? Culture? What discussion, the cheek
of that ass” remarked a matron.
Kyaw Sein Oo continued.
“Then I fell asleep, and then Than Chaug woke
me, and he said to me. Let’s take a walk on the beach.”
“Continue,” said the headman.
“We saw a White Lady sitting on the beach.
Another one walked up to her, and that lady wore a thin,
white dress; the hem was right up to her knees. She walked
pass us, picking up shells, ignored us. I said to Than
Chaung, look at the way she moves. Than Chaung said, it
does shake a bit, doesn’t it. Didn’t you say that, Than
Chaung?” He turned to address his codefendant.
“Yep, I did.”
“And then I said, she’s not wearing any undies.
My eyesight’s better than his, but he said it’s impossible,
what if the wind blows the dress, you know, she can’t not
be wearing anything underneath. He said at the very least
she’d be wearing panties. So we made a bet, the stake’s
one bottle. So we walked behind her, but not too close. A
gust of wind came up, but did not blow up her dress, it
blew it against her, and we both saw that she wasn’t
wearing anything. That Than Chaung, he didn’t want to
lose a whole bottle, so he said maybe she has on a very
thin pair of panties. That made me so mad that, beg
pardon, sirs, I told him I’d go and lift up the hem, and that
he is to watch carefully. If he’s not sure even after that, I
swore I’d box his ears. And so he said, if you dare lift up
that dress, I’d pay for your drinks for one whole week.
Did you or did you not say so?” He turned to demand
Than Chaung.
“Yes, I did, and don’t worry, you’ll get your week’s
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worth.”
“What despicable behaviour!” One old man called.
“So I followed her, and picked a few shells and I
gave them to her. I think I must have scared her, for she
turned and made for the bungalow. I stood there a
moment, quite surprised, then I remembered my bet, ran
after her and lifted her skirt. As I said, oh boy, it’s whiter
than white. But afterwards we didn’t run away, we were
celebrating my win at the grog shop, and when the elders
called we came at once, didn’t we? We’re not rude, it’s
them who’re rude and they come around wearing these
bitty things and all. Anyway I admit to it. Please do what
you will.”
The judicial committee looked at each other’s
faces. They adjourned into the back room to hold a
conference. They all agreed that they must ask the White
Lady concerned what she wanted done and to apologize
to her. They delegated this duty to Aung Thein. When he
went to look for the lady, droves of people followed as
they wanted to see what happened. They followed Aung
Thein back to the court when he returned with a bulky bag
clutched in his hand.
He smilingly took out a bottle out of the bag and
placed it on the table. It was a long necked bottle of wine,
product of Italy.
He reported to the committee:
“I explained to the White Lady, that it wasn’t a
sexual attempt on her, that it was a bet, and about how the
elders and the villagers felt so ashamed, and that they
apologized. She said it’s all right, at first she was frightened and angry, but when she sat down to think about it,
she knew it couldn’t be an assault, in broad daylight and
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on the beach, but couldn’t understand what had happened. She wanted to know the details of the bet, and when
I told her she laughed till tears came to her eyes. She said
she’s been all over the world, and nothing like that ever
happened to her. Then she said to tell the two chaps not to
bet anymore, and to give this bottle as her present to them.
I said it’s not proper to do that, but she insisted. She said
people who drink are always grateful to anyone giving
them a bottle, and they never forget such a flavor and they’ll
never bother her again. So I had to take it.”
Stunned, they all of them stared at the bottle of
wine.
“Better not give it to them. Imagine what they will
do to all other tourists!” One of the judges blurted; they
all shuddered as one.
Then sentences and announcement were delivered:
the two to be locked-up for twenty-four hours, and no
drinking for a month. If they drink, back they go into the
lock-up, even if they had done nothing wrong. And as for
other lads, they’d better not even think about doing the
same thing, for the sentence would not be as light.
Everyone went home satisfied. The two were escorted to the police station by the judicial committee and
the headman himself clanged the door shut and turned the
key.
The bottle of wine, product of Italy, sat forgotten
on the table.
Translated by Ma Thanegi
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Nu Nu Yi (Innwa)
Nu Nu Yi - Innwa ( b.1957 ) made her literary
debut with the short story “A Little Sarong”
in 1984, and has gone on to write over a
dozen novels and four collections of short
fiction and long short stories. Her first
novel A Timid 'What Can I Do for You' is a
study of market vendors in Upper Burma,

and her subsequent works have explored
the lives of women, children, and urban and industrial
workers in Myanmar. Her 1993 novel Emerald Green Blue
Kamayut, depicting the urban poor, received Myanmar’s
National Literary Award. Her work has been put to the
service of her country’s most pressing societal needs; a
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The Neglected Wife (or Pleasing the Nats)

The piece is a monologue by a wife, talking to her
husband who is a silent presence. He is a sailor, and rarely
at home...In the story, he is home on leave from his ship,
and has promised to take his wife out for the day to a spirit
festival (nat-pwe). The wife is very excited, but also resentful. She responds to the heady atmosphere of the nat
festival by revealing more and more of her true feelings
towards her husband, and her resentment and her
jealousy of the other women that her husband sees when
away from home. During his absences she has begun to
act as a spirit-medium(nat-kadaw='nat-wife')and on this
occasion she provokes her husband by allowing herself to
become possessed by the whole pantheon of nine nats in
turn.
(The story was written at a time when high value currency
notes such as 100 kyat and 50 kyat had been demonetized
and new notes of value 90kyat and 45kyat had been
issued.)
Darling, why are you looking at me like that? Don't I
look prettier in this special nat outfit? This purple scarf, a
purple gaung-baung (turban), a purple sarong billowing
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out in front, and then the finest ready- made blouse in
purple silk-now can you understand why I put them on
before we left the house? (note 1; Though it is a woman
speaking, the items of clothing she mentions are those a
man would wear; note 2: Today most spirit-mediums (natkadaw) are in fact male transvestites) When you asked me
where we were going and I answered to the nat pwe (spirit
festival) you didn't believe me, did you? You just laughed.
Now do you believe me? Forget what I was like in the old
days, your little wife, too frightened even to look at the
nat-kadaws(spirit mediums) when we passed by a nat pwe.
Now don't even try to argue. Just sit quietly and have
the money ready, that bundle of 5,000 kyat. You did
promise me, didn't you, darling? At home, when I asked
you if you couldn't manage, just for one day, to spend
5,000kyat on your wife? And you waved that bundle of
45-kyat notes at me and said "Why of course, that's
nothing."
So don't be difficult then. You're looking at me puzzled,
with that dull, loveless, stupid sort of look that you gave
me when you first met the girl that our parents had agreed
would be your wife. No,don't worry. I'm not going to do
anything. I'm just going to propitiate and appease the nats,
all nine of them, the whole pantheon, see? Watch carefully, you might even learn something. There's nothing to
be afraid of, no need to worry. This nat-kadaw(spirit medium) is my master I always come to 'her' sessions.2 Oh
darling, don't be so shocked.
Now.......I'm going to begin, so watch carefully. Ma-mi
dear (note: Mummy-usual form of address to nat-kadaw),
give me the bunch of myrtle leaves. You see, darling, first
I have to hold up these green leaves in my hands, close
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both eyes tight and concentrate my thoughts. Now I start
to collect my confused thoughts together. And listen! The
music has started, the orchestra has begun to play.
Darling, listen carefully to the special nat music. The
drum beat penetrates right into the depths of my being,
into my very guts. It gets me all excited and I can't help
wanting to dance and dance. And now he's here, darling,
the first spirit I'm to worship - the Lord of the White Horse.
[Sings: Magic steed, incomparable one, flying steed of
the spirit, gallop proudly: wrong thoughts, wrong thoughts,
my lord]
Look, darling, the Lord of the White Horse has to be
worshipped like this, as if you were riding on a horse. I'll
dance quite slowly; I'm not ready to dance very fast yet. I
am still collecting my thoughts, my flying thoughts, slowly,
slowly, astride the horse, I'm concentrating - the horse's
hoof beats are so strong, stronger and stronger....
After this comes the next nat, U Hpo Tu. Now I dance
as if I'm carrying a yoke on my left arm and with my right
hand I wave the leaves, See, like this. I dance this quite
slowly too, while I'm still concentrating and collecting
my thoughts.
Look now, darling, now I'm going to change to the next
nat, the Lord of the Nine Towns. Now I have to do a sword
dance, with a sword slung over my shoulder...
[sings: From the nine towns, from the nine towns, please
come, my lord, please come, my lord.]
So how was I? Did I do a good sword dance? Now I can
feel my blood warming up, I am getting really excited,
and my thoughts are clear and all gathered together. In a
week's time, husband, you'll have to rejoin your ship. And
for me it'll be back to my lonely existence with its endless
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round of worry over our three children. You know, like
how our eldest daughter, just turned 15, ran off and spent
two nights with a fellow and I had to go and fetch her
back? My in-laws are causing problems, wanting to have
half the money you send home. You are their son, after all.
Then there's my own family who keep making snide
remarks about you. And our house which many worries
send them all away, away, away - then I can concentrate
all my attention just here, right here where I am making
this offering to the Royal Mistress of Pegu.
[sings:I am offering you Ngayan fish in the customary
manner, oh My Lord, Royal mistress of Pegu, I am
offering you Ngayan fish]
For the Mistress of Pegu I do a dance in the Talaing
(Lower Burma, Mon) style, like this, stretching both hands
from on my breast out to the side. It feels so good to dance
like this, darling. Look at me! Don't just keep wiping away
the beads of sweat. (literally 'sweat from drinking liquor')3
from your red face, red with shame. Oh husband, I'm so
miserable when you're away .Yet when you're back home
I hate the nights when I curl up by your side, sleepless till
daybreak, feeling so alone, while you snore, drunk and
dead to the world.
This nat here is Danin Bodaw. Here's how I dance for
him my left palm holds the leaves against my cheek, and I
fling the other arm out straight. The Danin Bodaw nat is
the guardian spirit of all those involved with water. Why
that means he's your nat, sweetie. So darling,, why don't
you get down on your knees to me and ask the nat for
something, eh?
[sings: The two Indian brothers on the raft-poor things,
they can't speak Burmese well. The raft is carried along
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on the waves, now to left, now to right it goes, like a
swing...]
Ah, now look, darling, the two royal brothers from
Taung-byone have come, their Highnesses are here.
[sings: Whenever the hot days of summer come, we think
of going to Pagan. We are the Royal brothers for whom
there is merriment aplenty. You're coming to the Taungbyon festival? Your elder brother will welcome you, there
will be no trouble, no harm will come to you.]
This is how I dance to please the elder royal brother,
holding my scarf spread with the left hand. I dance with
the green leaves in my right hand, like this. And for the
younger royal brother I point my index finger up and dance.
There, that's the younger brother, you do see him, don't
you darling? Come on, stand up, get up and offers us
a couple of those Marlborough cigarettes you're always
smoking. Are you surprised that I've learnt to smoke, are
you surprised that I enjoy it? Well, don't be, darling. A fag
is the best companion for a woman who has to spend so
many lonely nights trying to keep her spirits up, weighed
down by worries. Darling, you don't have a clue, do you?
Well, just stay that way. Just think of it as the two royal
brothers smoking, not your wife.
Listen, the royal drum is sounding for the king to
appear. The royal lord Mani Sithu is coming. He is the
elder brother of Pakhan Ko-gyi-kyaw. So I dance using
both hands, two fingers up and the other two fingers down,
that's how I please Mani Sithu. And do you know who
comes next? Well it's Pakhan Hpay-gyi-kyaw-he is the one
that all the drinkers like you love, and that all wives like
me love and put our trust in. Of all the nine lords, he has to
be appeased for the longest time. Oh it feels so good to
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make offerings to him; the time when I worship him is the
best time of all; I feel the nat's power at its strongest and
my blood is wildly excited and I want to leap about. Yet at
the same time Ko-gyi-kyaw is drunk, tippling as ever.
[sings; I just have to say this. I'm so tired. He should
understand a husband's duties. Please behave with
dignity. As the evening falls, he likes his palm toddy drink,
From morning till sun-down he goes cockfighting-Oh Kogyi-kyaw, it really is going too far.]
Hey-ho, Ko-gyi-kyaw Pakhan Prince, two thumbs up
in the air like this, this is how I dance. Like I'm the only
king on earth-away with all the others, get away from me!
I'm going to enjoy myself, I'm going to drink, and get
drunks as king!
"Come on, the bottle, where's the bottle?"
"Yes, your highness, I'm offering you beer-may your
kingdom prosper, this is beer."
"I don't want beer. Give me the whisky bottle."
"Very well, your highness, here's the bottle."
"That's right, good. Hey, younger brother, don't just stare,
eyes popping, don't just gawp at me, produce it, the money
for me, the money so I can gamble on the cockfight."
(Note: this dialogue is between the possessed wife and the
nat whom the wife is propitiating.)
Come on, darling, what are you doing? It's time now.
Produce the money, one thousand kyats first, all those little
45 kyat notes, fan them out - you know how - like
shuffling playing cards, and give them to me. Hand them
over, come on. I'm going to dance with the bottle in one
hand and the money in the other, to please the nat.
[sings: I will beg forgiveness, respected pagoda-builder:
in every village, every town. You are always at every
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festival, Ko-gyi-kyaw. Oh please gamble less, drink less,
take fewer lovers- oh you, supporter of the Teaching of the
Buddha.5
[Note: The spirit mediums claim that all nats are very
religious, that they preach the teaching of the Buddha and
that they observe its precepts. They make these claims in
order to ward off condemnation by the monks for all the
drinking and dancing that takes place at nat festivals.]
Look at me husband, is the drink making me sweat?
The song is a good one, isn't it? It seems to suggest that
you....No-o-o, if there is any coincidence, please do
excuse it. But heh, now, just listen to that! Isn't the music
even more thrilling? And the clapping of the other
nat-kadaws is getting more and more rhythmical. Do you
know why? Because of the money I'm holding in my hand.
They already know about me, they know how generous I
am. The more lavish I am the more they urge me on. And
then I dance better and please them more. Oh how good it
feels to let myself go like this. Oh how good it feels to let
myself go like this. Oh darling, each time you go off to
sea, for those three years my heart is locked up and
pitifully stifled. So this dance is for the 3 years without
love, and for the night when our foolish daughter ran off
with some boy while you were away--"Hey there, leader of the orchestra (drum circle), who
are you playing for?"
"For you, Ko-gyi-kyaw."
"Play on then, the special music---sound the drums-dodo-do."
Here, take it, take the money! I'll place a 45 kyat note
on every drum in your drum circle, master band-leader.
Please play on. Here's the money, take it. First go and put
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some money in Ko-gyi-kyaw's offering bowl, ten 45-kyat
notes, the rest for the younger spirit wives, and for the old
women who wipe away the drops of sweat-here you are,
one note each.
"Hey, orchestra, stop playing! I, Ko-gyi-kyaw, am tired,
give me something to drink."
Aah! that stung the throat but warmed the gut. Its good
stuff that Hennessey. No, it's NOT your wife that's
drinking. Your wife is a woman whose tongue has never
touched liquor.
"Come, younger brother, have a drink with me, and give
me the money for the cock-fight."
Ah, yes, you are a good husband. Now I'll dance
another bout. The liquor smells good doesn't it? Don't keep
looking at me, husband. It's not me whose drinking, it's
the spirit Ko-gyi-kyaw drinking. Offer one thousand kyat,
one thousand, one, one, one thousand.
"Hey up, hey up - hey, hey, hey" shout the musicians.
Play on, play on, strike up the nat music. This dance is
for the fights with my mother-in-law to get my money:
this one for the pain of not being able to support my own
parents; this one is for being left to cope on my own as a
woman with the problem of building our house.
"Give it here, give me another swig, and hand over
another thousand."
Oh it's wonderful dancing like this - and drinking like
this. I feel I'm getting tipsy, I'm beginning to be drunk,
there are spots before my eyes, but never mind, I like it.
My whole body feels beautifully light, as if I were
floating upwards. And I have forgotten all the things I want
to forget. I have forgotten about the hookers you pick up
in those foreign ports. I know nothing about them. I just
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want do dance.
"Hey up, do-do-do, we are playing music fit for a king!"
And this dance, husband, is for the day when I heard
that you took a woman on your week's leave in some
foreign country, for the day that I learnt of it, for the night
when I agonized over it, for the tears of that night. You are
like Ko-gyi-kyaw the nat,darling, you want to have plenty
of mistresses. And you do, oh you do. What's that you
say? You have to take other women to replace me when
you are away? Was that what you said? And what if I took
a '3-year' husband to replace you when you were away?
What would you say to that? How would you feel? How
can I allow myself to think such thoughts? I am a
Burmese woman, who only dares to think like this when
she is drunk.
In real life, when a wife's husband is not with her she
has to control herself tightly and be so very careful in all
she says and does, whatever company she's in.. If not
people will think the worst of her. Hand over another
thousand kyat, husband, it's for all the constraints and restrictions which bind a Burmese wife. And for our family
dinner table which never has enough food on it.
Come on, play more music. And, darling, hand over
more money for the musicians, another thousand. That's
right. Keep on playing. And please Ko-gyi-kyaw.. away
with all my unhappy thoughts, push them right away.
A-aah, away with the thoughts. Don't stop me!! Don't
wipe my sweat away. I'm just going to dance some more.
Darling, come on, hand over the remaining thousand,
just like you promised. Music, play on! This last bundle
of money, all at one go-for the next 3 years that you'll be
away. For the three years when I'll be on my own, for the
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worries , for the anxieties, for the hardships, for
everything.
Oh, Ko-gyi-kyaw, you'll soon be leaving, please keep
watch over me. I bow before you, I worship you. Please
be content with my offerings.
Now husband, help me off with my nat clothes and see
me into the car. It's OK, I'm quite all right thank you. The
nat has left me. I've finished my offering. Do you think I
am tired? Just because I've collapsed onto the seat? No,
inside I feel light and clean, released and contented - do
you understand? Come on then, start the engine, let's go
home. I am ready now to face up to the next three years,
starting from next week--Translated by Anna Allott

Originally published in Burmese in Shwe Amyu-te Magazine, April 1994
(at a time of strict censorship of all magazine short stories)
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The Sweetest Contest

It was a late evening. The three children had finished
their dinner, though there still were chores to be done in
the kitchen. Their father Ko Nyunt Maung had not come
back yet, and Khin Lay was waiting for him.
Chicken curry was cooking on the stove. The hen had
belonged to her eldest son Ko Ko. It had not been looking
too well, so now it was in the cooking pot. Its meat being
rather hard, it had to be cooked slowly on a coal stove.
The eldest Ko Ko did not want to kill his own fowl. The
youngest son Cho Lay, who could not afford to discard
this bird with the price of chickens skyrocketing, took on
the task of inexpertly cutting its throat. Having added some
water to the curry and some coal to the stove, Khin Lay
climbed the three steps from the kitchen to the main house.
She switched off the light. She always took care never to
leave the light on unnecessarily. As two feet of neon tube
shone in the living room, Ko Ko bent over his lessons,
while the two young ones sprawled on the floor, arguing
over a game of checkers.
Exhausted, Khin Lay seated herself in a chair. Then she
began writing out the daily expenses in a little book.
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Rice
k 105/Gunnysack k 6/Trishaw fare k 30/Total
k 141/The previous gunnysack was old and battered, full of
patches, so she could not avoid buying a new one. Kitchen
expenses were kyat thirty-two, the next day inclusive.
And oil costs kyat forty a viss. Though one viss usually
lasted ten days she had better scrimp to make it last two
weeks. Pocket money for the children, bus fare for Ko Ko,
kyat thirty for the washerwoman. Her monthly pay had
been all spent since the middle of the month, and now she
was dipping into advance money.
With the school reopening, she felt for her
washerwoman, a mother of the school children.
Then there were the usual charities and donations, and
odds and ends needed in the kitchen. All in all, it added to
two hundred and sixty five kyat and fifty five pyas.
Khin Lay went into the bedroom and looked in the box
where she kept her money. She checked and found kyat
twenty-five in difference. Flustered, she searched between
her clothes, came out and checked her list again and again.
How could this be? She had so little to begin with.... She
squinted at the list. The light was dim and she could not
see clearly.
"Latt Latt, you're so noisy. Mother, why don't you tell
them to quiet down? I can't get anything into my head,"
Ko Ko muttered loudly.
Only then did Khin Lay raise her head and scold halfheartedly.
"Did any of your children find a kyat twenty-five note?
No one answered her question.
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Then suddenly the light went out.
"Oh no!" all of them burst out. As they looked up, the
light came back on. They let out a sign in unison.
"Cho Lay, give up! You've lost."
"No no it's a draw."
A frown on her brow, Kin Lay was still deep in thoughts,
not noticing Ko Ko standing beside her.
"Here mother, the meter receipt."
She took the slip of paper but did not see what it was all
about. Ko Ko went back to his reading
"I don't think I had written down this one."
There was no reply from Ko Ko. Having gone to the
city Power Coop and paid the bill, his duties were done,
he thought.
Well, that's what it was. She should have remembered
giving money to Ko Ko, asking him to pay the bill on his
way to his class and keeping what was left for his weekly
pocket money and bus fare. Khin Lay sighed with relief
as she wrote on in her notebook.
In her youth, she had been a bright girl. It was much
different now. It had been quite some time that she had
been forgetting like this. She felt deeply disturbed and
inferior. It was just yesterday that she and Ko Nyut Maung
had gone together to visit a relative. They seldom went
out together but yesterday they took off to see Ko Nyut
Maung's aunt whose husband had died just recently.
Ko Nyut Maung was an odd one.
A fat fair woman was smiling at Khin Lay.
He said, "Khin Lay, look who's there!" Why couldn't he
have said, "Here's Ma Ma San, " right way? This was no
time for puzzles or quizzes.
Khin Lay, look who's there!" Why couldn't he have said,
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"Here's Ma Ma San," right way? This was no time for
puzzles or quizzes.
Khin Lay thought she had seen those eyes and that smile
before, but could not place her. The lady's smile vanished.
She could see instantly that Khin Lay did not recognize
her. Only then did her husband give her a clue.
All right now: "Oh Ma Ma San, you've become prettier
and fairer, I didn't even recognize you at first!"
But Khin Lay's attempts at appealing her did not bring
back Ma Ma San's smile. On the way back, they had
quarreled.
"Didn't tell you that they had gotten a raise and been
transferred there?"
"Yes, yes, I should have snooped and then reported to
you."
Khin Lay was upset that she hadn't recognized their
immediate superior office's wife.
What was happening to her? Why was she so dim?
"It's only eight o'clock. Let's have another game sister"
"Enough. I'm sleepy. Must get up early."
Khin Lay gazed unseeingly at Latt Latt who walked
past her. Stifling a yawn.
"I can smell burning."
Ko Ko's voice did not move Khin Lay.
"Mother, I think it's the chicken curry."
Oh! Khin Lay jumped, ran into the kitchen. Sure enough,
the bottom of the pot was jet back.
She saved what she could, and transferred the chicken
into another pot. Somehow she will have to try to make it
edible tomorrow morning, adding some spices.
She poured water into the blackened pot and left it in the
sink.
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Khin Lay felt sad. Was it fatigue or was it the chicken
curry? These days she was sensitive about almost
everything.
She came back into the living room. Ko Ko had already
gone to his room. Only Cho Lay was still on the floor,
laughing heartily while reading a cartoon strip. She sat
down beside the child.
Thunder clapped, lightning flashed. She hoped that rain
would cool her anguished thoughts. But right away she
remembered that the gutter needed repairing and the
several leaks in the roof. That meant money, money and
money. Cho Lay laughed again. What was there to laugh
about? For a child life is so free of care. Khin Lay wished
she were a child again.
"Aren't you sleepy yet, son?"
"No, I'm staying up to keep your company, mother."
"Your father will be late, son."
Cho Lay might have wanted to go on reading comics
or he may have really meant to keep his mother company;
Khin Lay could not be sure. Whatever his reason for
staying up, the child's words soothed Khin Lay's sadness.
The other day she had played three games with Latt
Latt and lost. Though she had been good at these games
when she was a young girl, she now lost every time she
played.
It was the same when she tried it with Ko Ko.
Ko Nyut Maung had mocked her. Has she become
infantile? So she challenged her husband who never played
checkers. After much preparation and practicing five
games, she was sure she would win Even then she had
lost.
What was happening to her sharp mind?
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Gazing at Cho Lay, she had an idea.
"Son, let's have a game, since you're keeping me
company."
For an instant Cho Lay seemed to want to refuse. Then
he laid his book aside and sat up.
"When I was young, I was good at checkers. I
always won. Now I'm always losing. I think I 'm getting
slow. Well, let's see. But son, please do me a favor. Let me
have the white pieces. The black ones bring me bad luck."
Wishing nothing as much as winning against her ten-year
old, she took advantage of the privilege of the first move
too. And still the child won. She watched in dismay while
he rearranged the pieces.
"Shall we play another game, mother?"
"Okay, let's keep going." Her voice was sharp. Cho Lay
smiled forgivingly. His cheeks dimpled. Khin Lay felt a
little ashamed.
"Are you going to move that piece, mon?"
"Oh, no, sorry son, not that one."
If she did she would definitely give Cho Lay the chance
to kill her two games in a row.
"I actually meant to move this one."
"Then my chance to get the king is open, mom. Good."
"Ah, no. Let me think. Just a minute please."
She withdrew her hand. She wavered for a couple of
minutes.
At last she could make the right moves. She even
managed to gain two kings.
Cho Lay only had one and even that we cornered. Khin
Lay first blocked and then killed it. So she won.
After many frantic false moves, altering them again and
again, she did win nonetheless.
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She won again in the third game, even if just barely.
"I'm not so dim yet, that I couldn't beat a fourth grader.
Ha! Ha!"
Cho Lay was laughing too. He looked as happy as his
mother.
"Shall I make you a coffee, mother?"
"No, darling thanks. Oh, yes, please do, darling."
Khin Lay was pleased and lay there, smiling.
Hearing footsteps, she looked up and saw Ko Ko putting
his books into his bag.
"Son, I just beat Cho Lay in two games, you know."
She laughed .
"Then you're sharp, mother."
"Don't make fun of me. I have been so down lately
because I feel myself to be so slow."
"Actually, mother, none of us ever manage to beat Cho
Lay."
Khin Lay frowned as she thought about what Ko K o
just said. It did not take long.
Her heart leapt with joy.
No one could beat Cho Lay.
Well, she was not quite brain-dead yet.
As she watched her plump little son walking towards
her, carefully balancing the little coffeee mug in his hands,
she smiled affectionately.
She could not find words to express the sense of peace
and pleasure as she kissed the dimpled cheeks of her son
Cho Lay.
Translated by Daw KHP

Originally published in Burmese in Kan Kaw Myaing
magazine, May 1988
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A Little Firefly, That's Me

Dear Doctor,
While I was a patient at the Infectious Diseases
Hospital, being treated for my skin infection, you looked
after me. A nurse told me that you're a writer. I hope you
won't mind if I admit I've never read your writings. I've
only passed third standard. But I've become very
interested in a writer like you who I believe can tell my
story to others who may suffer like me.
I am writing about myself in the hope of easing the
burden that I carry in my heart.
My parents separated when I was about 12 years old.
All four children were left with my mother, my elder
sister, two younger sisters, and me. We were very poor. I
had to leave school. Mother did all kinds of odd jobs to
feed us. My sister and I packed plum jam at home.
Before long my sister married. My brother-in-law
seduced me and at 16 I had an abortion. I couldn't say I
was forced though, because we were so close anyway.
After that, mother made me go and work in a shop where
there were other working girls. There I met a friend, Yi Yi,
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who liked reading love stories. I didn't try reading. I like
picture stories. While we worked, Yi Yi told me the
stories she had read and I listened, never tiring, never bored.
I wanted to hear about these pretty girls, rich or poor, who
always got married to rich, handsome officers or the like.
As for us poor folks we only meet with laborers, car
drivers or ice peddlers. At least, Yi Yi did. She's fair and
good-looking. I am dark, and thin, too. So who'd be
interested in me?
One day Yi Yi said, "Remember Daw Mai?" She's rich
now." We used to work for Daw Mai before. Yi Yi told me
Daw Mai had connections with a restaurant in Kaw
Thaung. She earned a lot of money by finding girls who
wanted work there. They would be given a free place to
stay and food, plus daily wages that were 5 or 6 times
more than we now made working here the whole day. Our
earnings barely covered daily expenses. We couldn't even
buy old rags sold in a heap at the roadside. Yi Yi said we'd
go with Daw Mai, work for two easy years, and by then
we'd have saved enough money to come back and open a
little store of our own, I agreed.
There were altogether five of us. The other three were
from the provinces. Daw Mai looked well after us and we
had fun the whole way. One night we slept at Kaw Thaung.
Yi Yi laughed at me. She knew much more. Anyway,
only then did both of us realize that we were being sold.
We crossed to the other side by boat and proceeded by
bus along the highway. We were taken to a large building
where there were armed guards. I didn't know when or
where Daw Mai disappeared.
I was there for six months. Those who had good looks
or spoke. Thai were favored. Yi Yi was pretty and had
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many customers, so of course she was a favorite. But she
was all the more guarded to stop her from running away.
We were never given any mother and never allowed to go
out, except under guard. They saw to it that we had pretty
clothes and make up to look good for the customers.
Though I didn't get any payment from the boss the
customers sometimes give me little presents and money.
I've saved that money and bought two half baht gold chains
when I had the chance to go out shopping. I have been
planning to escape.
If I had known that easy money destroys one's life I
wouldn't have taken such risks. Now I loathe this life all
the more. I did not want to stay there any longer and kept
thinking of running away. I thought I'd go back home and
nobody would be the wiser.
I was forever thinking of means to escape. The guards
were changed often, to keep us from getting too familiar
with them. I noticed that they changed every seven days
and the old guard would return to brothel again for
another two months. Not knowing their language was a
big problem. Whenever I tried to get acquainted with them
their faces looked threatening. Of course I understood that
they were afraid to lose their jobs or maybe even their
lives.
After a time I became friendly with one of them called
Kin. He seemed to be quite hard up. I noticed him
borrowing and asking for money many times from the next
guard on duty. Most of the time he was refused right away,
and left disappointed. He never smiled when I smiled at
him. Nevertheless I had to take the risk. As I passed near
him I slipped a roll of bank notes into his waist belt. If he
had reported me I'd have the beating of my life. He didn't
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report me and he didn't return the money. I was
encouraged. I showed him the gold chain, shed tears and
begged him to take me out. He refused. On the last day of
his duty he discreetly pointed out a man, a regular
customer. I understood that I must ask for his help. This
man accepted my gold chain.
He gave me a piece of paper with instructions where to
meet him. No one must suspect, or my throat would be
cut, he gestured. I was afraid to die but I was more afraid
to continue living this life of hell.
The next day was shopping day. At the market I slipped
off and got into the shop shown on the paper. I was
terrified, expecting the shopkeeper to cry out in alarm. I
was pulled into the back and there was my savior. We got
out into the back street, hurried through lanes, and at last
came to a group of huts. I was left alone in a hut where I
hid the whole day, hungry and tired, terrified as ever. I
dozed off. I dared not think about what would happen to
me if the man did not come back.
About midnight I was woken by a woman who made
me change into old clothes and took me out. We crossed
through jungle, hitched a ride on a bullock west, walked
again and eventually came to the boat that brought me
back. Unbelievable! Don't you think? Even if I wasn't killed
they could have taken away my gold chain and my money.
Why did they help me? Was it sympathy for a fellow
human being? I have often wondered.
At Kaw Thaung the Immigration Officers arrested me.
I thought I would be jailed but I was sent to the Women's
Development Center. There I was cared for. I thought I
would learn sewing for my livelihood or go back to
packing plum jam. But that was just a dream.
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My blood tested HIV positive. I now know it is
incurable. I've been in the hospital twice and am very thin.
Now I have AIDS.
This is what happened to me. I wish to implore you to
help, not me, but others who may suffer like me, innocent
girls who are being driven into this loathsome life, whether
through ignorance or ill fortune. Please protect them and
please help those who wish to come back to freedom. Oh,
doctor, I believe that you won't laugh at me. I'd like to
think that having written about myself- I have helped just
a little bit to protect other victims. Am I like a little firefly
that wants to show the way in a stormy dark night? Let me
be one!
Note- I pray that someone from the Women's
Development Center may incidentally notice this article,
take it to the little firefly and tell her-"You've made a
difference!"
Translated by Daw KHP

Originally published in Burmese in Kalyar magazine,
Sept 1996
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Thu Maung
U Thu Maung, also known as U Bala (b.
1951) has written 32 novels, and numerous
short stories and articles. He received the

Mandalay literary award for My Father,
Mother in 1999. The son of Burmese film
director U Tha Du, Thu Maung has starred
in 43 films and won Burma's Academy Award

for best actor in 1990; he has also directed
five films. He embarked on a career as classical singer
in 1975, and added pop music to his repertoire, becoming
well known. His original degree was in Diesel

Engineering. Since 1996 he has devoted all his time to
writing. He died in 2010 May.
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FAMILY LEGEND

The nature of an essay or a paper is to be compact,
informative and studded with examples. First and
foremost, I am obliged to put forth a request about my
paper in advance. You all are requested to consider my
paper just as a small talk -- not a grand one.
I have had a thing in my mind since my childhood. When
the teachers wrote their lessons on the blackboard, the
handwritings differed as much as the teachers differed.
Some handwriting was large and some was small. Taking
notice of that fact, a very simple theory occurred to me:
the lessons by the teachers with small handwriting
occupied much space on the blackboard, and those by the
teachers with a large style just occupied less space. From
that point on, I drew the conclusion that small events tend
to happen much in life whereas large ones tend to happen
less. When I became a writer, that theory, borne in mind
since my childhood, encouraged in me a habit of
expressing small and simple incidents experienced every
day by human beings. However, everything that happens
does not come into being as literature. There must be
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fiction, trick and all in it. That is why I select something
special from the occurrences encountered daily from which
to form the plot of a story. The trouble is , as I am a movie
star as well as a singer, it is difficult for me to show up in
public. And what would I do? I could only compose the
episodes involved with my business. I am especially likely
to write about sodden fools. Although my way of finding
events is so simple and so commonplace, it aims for the
rare finding that we ourselves are prone to forget. To take
an example: a kid is bought a toy by his parents. And the
kid is happy. One day the toy is lost, he cries. As soon as
the toy is found , the kid rejoices. What matters is the great
difference arising between the bliss of owning a brand new
toy and the pleasure, after losing it of finding it again.
That becomes my way of forming the plot of a story
just sharing the emotion of “ Oh, I’ve ever experienced
that ” To put it in another way, though my father himself
was a prominent writer, he didn’t teach me the art of
writing stories. He only gave me occasional and vague
criticism. When the raw materials for my stories is
limited, I go and have a chat with my mother. At 83, being
a rhetorician and a woman of good memory, she then pours
out her experiences and family legends. That is what
provides a lot of raw materials for my stories. It is in this
way that I have become a writer who composes family
stories.
P.S. I must acknowledge here that I couldn’t reach the very
difficult status of a writer of family sages.
Thank you very much.
Thu Maung
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Chit Oo Nyo
Chit Oo Nyo (b.1946) through more than

eighty novels has made Burmese history
and Buddhist culture come alive for Burma’s
younger generations. His novelization of the
“Ramayana”—in which the villain Dasigiri

becomes the protagonist—is regarded as a
classic. Chit Oo Nyo is working on a novel

about an 18th century member of the Royal Court, U Po
Hlain, a figure known for his radical ideas.
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LOVE AND THE THEATRE

I have been working for this theatrical company for ten
years. Our work involves traveling from place to place.
It's something like a circus. When we arrive at a place, we
look for a suitable plot of land to build a bamboo theatre.
It's temporary, of course. Then we put up performances singing, dancing, plays, opera, - the whole night through.
This goes on for about five or ten days. When it's time to
move, we take down the makeshift theatre and move on.
I am the manager. My work involves managing, that is,
everything short of directing, producing and entertaining.
But now, I have done something more than managing. To
be more precise, I have done a good deed. What kind of
good deed? Well, to begin at the beginning, its like this.....
I met them at the ticket office. I was selling tickets,
which is part of a manager's job in this line of work. They
were five youths with expensive clothes and motorcycles.
One of them was called Khin Maung Kyi. They bought
tickets and watched the performances. They came again
the next day and the next.
We soon became friends, I invited them to see the
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inside of the theatre. They were delighted. If only I had
known....
The performances went on for another five days. They
continued to come. They also came to visit me inside the
theatre. As I was busy I said to them, "Well, go and see for
yourselves what goes on behind the scenes." And left them
to their own devices.
On our last evening I went for a walk in town. I saw
two motorcycles in front of a coffee shop. I recognized
them. So I went inside. There, I found Khin Maung Kyi
and one of his friends Banyar Aung and our top dancer,
Mi Thu Zar.
I had known her when she was working with a small
troupe of traveling entertainers. She had talent. So I brought
her to our troupe. The owner also liked her and made her
the top dancer.
She danced well. But I'm afraid that's all I can say to
her credit.
Apart from that, she was.... how I shall put it--too
flirtatious. Anyone who looks into her eyes could not fail
to be caught by her charm, and she knew it and took
advantage of it.
The next day, Khin Maung Kyi's friends came and
confided in me.
"We have a problem, Uncle", they said" First, we thought
it was just a passing passion. But now, Khin Maung Kyi
wants to marry Mi Thu Zar, His parents are very unhappy
about it. What shall we do?" Mi Thu Zar had agreed to
marry Khin Maung Kyi under two conditions: that he
comes with the troupe and that she be free to continue
her dancing career. They thought that the conditions
would deter him from going ahead with the marriage. But
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that was not to be.
Khin Maung Kyi came and confirmed in me. He said
he had already made plans to marry Mi Thu Zar. But he
would wait until the next Thadingyut festival. I was
non-committal. It gave me time to carry out my plan. I
said, "We'll be here for the next pagoda festival. There's
going to be a new play. It's special. I hope you and your
friends will come and see it."
The day came. The play was really special. It was based
on one the Jataka stories-the story of Oggasena, a rich man's
son who married a dancer. After the usual songs and dances,
the play began with a soliloquy by Oggasena. It went as
follows.
"The air is her element. As she dances in the sky, she
does not leap, but floats like a cloud on a summer
morning. How she manages her supple body with grace
and skill just as she manages this heart of mine to throb
with longing."
The girl in question was Maya, the top dancer of a
traveling troupe of performers. Oggasena was a rich man's
son who had fallen in love with her. Maya agreed to marry
him under two conditions - that he come and stay with
her and travel with the troupe, and that she be free to
continue her carrier as a dancer.
So Oggasena and Maya got married. As agreed, he
traveled along with the troupe and Maya continued her
dancing.
After the soliloquy came the usual songs and dances
typical of a Myanmar 'zatpwe'(mixture of play, opera and
concert).
Before Oggasena married the girl, he had always been
treated with respect as a rich man's son. Because of his
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status, he and his friends used to occupy the best seats in
the makeshift theatre. But now he could see sons of rich
men occupying the best seats and enjoying the
entertainment while he was running errands and looking
after their baby. One of the highlights of the play was the
quarrel scene between Oggasena and his wife.
Maya (talking to the crying baby), "Hush, baby, son of
a know-nothing, a water carrier, runner of errands."
Oggasena: "Wife, take care whom you call knownothing"
Maya: I can call whom, what I like. What business is it
of yours?"
Oggasena: "I am your husband, and I am educated, rich
in fact. I am rich enough to buy this whole troupe."
Maya: "You still don't realize, do you, that we don't care
an elephant's dropping for your education and richness.
Don't you realize that in our line of work, a man's esteem
is judged by what he can perform, his contribution to the
show, and not by how educated or rich he is. So, a clown
is held in higher esteem than you."
That was when Oggasena decided to become a
performer. But. he decided, he would be no ordinary performer. Everyone would came to address him as Oggasena
the Great!
Just wait and see.
One of the wife's greatest performances was dancing
on top of a four-foot pole. To prove to the world that he
was the greatest, Oggasena decided that he would dance
on top of a six-foot pole. For him, the sky would be the
limit! He could imagine how people would gaze in
wonder and excitement at Oggasena the Great. The great
day came. Everyone was waiting. Oggasena stood on top
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of the pole. First, he acted like a clown. He acted as if he
was having difficulties in balancing himself. People
watched him in silence. Then he prepared his greatest feat.
At that very moment. Lord Buddha arrived.
Everyone who was watching the show left the performance
to pay respects to the Buddha.
Oggasena was dejected. "0, Gautama Buddha, the Omniscient One, Crown of the three worlds, "Oggasena was
thinking, "why did you have to come and spoil what would
have been the greatest performance of my life?"
The Lord Buddha, whose wisdom is infinite,
unbounded and without limit, knew what was passing in
the mind of Oggasena and addressed to him thus:
"Oggasena, King of the performers, Oggasena the Great,
perform for me!
Hearing these words, Oggasena replied:
"Lord Buddha of the Ten Powers, I obey Your words, I
perform for the crowd, I perform for you. See, how I turn
fourteen summersaults in the air and alight on my feet on
top of the pole and balance myself one more."
Even while Oggasena was performing. Lord Buddha
addressed him as follwos:
"The past is gone,
The future has not come,
The present is here and now.
If your heart be freed from every attachment,
you will undergo no rebirth, old age and death.
A far greater glory awaits, my son,
Touch and awareness,
Be mindful of these two.
For that is the way to end all suffering,
That is the way to Enlightenment.
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For the one who is mindful
Of the awareness of touch, sensation and Knowing
Shall be free
Never to be reborn,
Never to suffer
Never to die."
Hearing these words, Oggasena became mindful of the
awareness of the touch his foot on the top of the pole, and
the touch, the sensation, the mindfulness, and the
knowing all intergrated to become one. Everything he had
fulfilled in his past lives came to him, he became free
from desire, anger and ignorance, and attained
Enlightenment in the end.
The audience enjoyed the play. All members of the
troupe were delighted. The greatest reward was still to
come. Khin Maung Kyi gave up his plan to marry Mi Thu
Zar, to the delight of his parents and friends. I said to
myself "Here's a good deed done in the right spirit."
Because ..... well, Let me explain....
My life was ruined the day I married my wife who was
a dancer with the troupe. My parents were very unhappy.
I traveled with the troupe and everyone looked down on
me. Then, one day I made a decision. I worked very hard.
Then the owner of the company appreciated my work and
made me manger.
But in case of Khin Maung Kyi, things would be
different. He could not endure the things. I had endured.
So, I really felt that I had saved Khin Maung Kyi's from a
disastrous life. That's why I said it's a good deed done in
the right spirit.
Translated by Dr. Khin Maung Win
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Maung Swan Yi
Maung Swan Yi (b.1939, ) won the 1964
National Literary Prize for his collection of

poetry, Poems of Red and Blue (1964). A
well-known scholar and writer, his poems,
short stories, book reviews, and articles on
Myanma (Burmese) literature and art have

appeared in various journals, magazines,
and newspapers since 1958, often under the

pen name Maung Swan Yi. He has lectured on literature,
at schools, town halls, churches, and monasteries, since
1962 and has also devoted himself to the preserving of
Burmese culture, conducting extensive field research on
Burmese folklore and folk music.
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Fly On O Crane!

Out from Hiroshima's flames
Thou hast winged, O Crane!
Fly, fly! O my good Crane!
Go thou to all the world's places
and tell them how the
once-prosperous
pleasant city has come to ashes,
flowing with blood,
tell this mournful tale to all the
world and complain!
Among Hiroshima's ashes
the cherry flowers no more bloom.
Amidst the wails of Hiroshima
no bird sing.
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Hiroshima's mothers
their honey milk is now poisoned;
Hiroshima's children
they do not grow and not at all
look
like humans;
Hiroshima's food and drink,
both are poisoned, no longer clean
Hiroshima's raindrops,
they still smell gun-smoke;
Hiroshima's sheep and cows
chew the sweet grass that's stained
with blood--- they started at it;
these tales of blood and tears,
these tales of Hiroshima,
how can man forget them?
Those bombs that destroy humanity,
Let not these be made any more!
Those bombs that destory humanity,
away with them all, let none remain!
Fly, fly! O my good Crane!
Go thou to all the world's places
and tell them how the onceprosperous
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pleasant city has come to ashes,
flowing with blood,
tell this mournful tale to all the world
and complain!

Translated by Maung Tha Noe

3-8-1962
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Maung Tha Noe
Maung Tha Noe ( b 1932) is well known for
introducing modern poetry into Burmese
literature circles in the 1960s. He received

his B.A from Mandalay University and M.A
from Rangoon University.He was taught
English and Pali by his father. His pen name
was Maung Theinga which he later

abandoned. He had worked as English
editor of the Mandalay University Annual. Editor at the
People Daily in Mandalay and at Mandalay Times. He
moved to Rangoon in 1968, working as English language
teacher.
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Losing gems as you translate
some experiences of
a Burmese translator

When I was 8 th grader at high school I thought of
translating a piece of Greek mythology into Burmese for
the school magazine. The story I had in mind was from
our English reading text and it tells of Ulysses returning
from the Trojan War and being captured by Cyclops.
Ulysses had told the Cyclops his name was No Man. One
night he managed to blind the one-eyed giant with a
burning log. When the monster screamed for help, the
neighbors came to his cave door inquiring "Who is
hurting you?" He answered "No Man is hurting me" and
the neighbors cursed him and went home. It was the
Cyclops' answer that undid me We have no equivalent in
Burmese for the English word no, either for the opposite
of yes or for phrases like no money, no food, no bone, no
man.
When someone asks, "Are you coming?" I must say in
Burmese "I'm not coming" or just "not coming," but not
"No," as you do in English. We can make the verb negative,
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but never the noun. So for the English "no food" we have
to say "do not have any food." When the great poet translator Min Thuwun was translating King Lear, he had to
have recourse to Pali for Cordelia's famous answer to her
royal father "Nothing, my lord."
Then there are other very simple words (basic core
vocabulary) for which we have no equivalents: parent,
brother, sister, cousin, arm, leg, lap. It is very difficult for
a Burmese to understand what a single-parent child is. Of
course, we can say in a round-about way and this is what
we do. When an English speaker says, "He's my brother,"
we are left wondering whether the brother in question is
the older or the younger. If the relation is a cousin, we
want to know whether it is a he or a she, the older or the
younger.
The Burmese have on word for the upper arm and
another for the forearm, but no separate word for arm. We
have one word for the thigh, one word for the knee, words
for calf and shin, another word for the feet. When an
English speaker says, "She has beautiful legs," a Burmese
may wonder: "What kind of feet has she got?" For the
English "The child is on her lap" we say it is on her thing.
Burmese has only the verb to be and lacks have. I came
to notice this feature of our language when I was reading
the famous Japanese Zen guru Dr. D.T. Suzuki, who had
been a teacher of English in his younger days. Recounting
his teaching experiences he said there was no Japanese
word to translate has in "A dog has four feet." Only then
did I realize how the same is true of my mother tongue.
For the English "I have a book" the Burmese will say "In
me is a book." The same is the case in Russian, which I
happen to know a little. The same thing happens in Pali,
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another Indo-European language and the sacred language
of the Buddhists, where it is Putthako me atthi [A book in
me there is].
Except for the negative prefix which always goes with
the verb we have virtually no prefixes. We usually replace
a verb, complex to get the English sense. For "un- American"
we either say "American-not-like" or "American-goagainst." For "pre-war" we must say "war-not-happentime" or " war-welcome-time." and for "postwar" we have
"war-finish-time" or "war after."
The notion of singular/plural, past/ present, active/
passive contrasts is unknown to Burmese, as it is to some
of our neighbors. Someone has said Mao Zedong's
politico-economical thinking may have been quite
different had he read foreign writings in the original.
Unfortunately he read translations, which among other
things had Adam Smith's The Wealth of Nations as Wealth
of Nation in Chinese. When our ex-prime minister U Nu
translated Dale Carnegie's How to Win Friends and
Influence People, he called it in Burmese The
Commentary on the Strength of (a) Friend.
When the UNESCO asked the world's governments to
celebrate the International Book Year, the Burmese
authorities had a translation competition for the best translation of the year's motto: Books For All. The prizewinning translation was "The book is man"s friend." The
majority of our people are Buddhists, who take refuge in
the Three Gems, the Buddha, the Dharma or his teaching, and the Sangha, or the Community of monks. But the
Burmese word for the third is monk and the collective
idea is lost.
There are no relative pronouns in Burmese. Pali texts
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with relative clauses are usually broken up into simple
sentences.
He who sees my teaching sees me. (original Pali)
Someone sees my teaching. That one sees me.
(Burmese translation)
The nearest Burmese word to the relative pronoun is
the participle and the modern Burmese translator often
takes advantages of this to translate the English relative
clauses:
People who live in glass houses should not throw stones.
(English)
People living in glass houses should not throw stones.
(Burmese translation)
The trick works for short sentences but as the
sentences get longer, the translator has only to break up
the sentences. And Burmese normally uses clauses: where
English uses nouns. The latest Time Magazine on my
table(August 23, 2004) has the sentence
Conservationists are taking new steps to save the world's
shrinking population of big cats.
The Burmese translation will be something like this:
Tigers and lions in the world are becoming fewer and
fewer. People working to protect the environment are
trying to save these tigers and lions.
The order of words in Burmese is Subject x Complete/
Object x Verb, and this poses a problem too. Later on in
the same article the Time author says
It was India that pioneered the use of sanctuaries to save
big cats.
We can only say in Burmese as...
The country pioneering to build safe places for
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tigers was India.
Finally, there are two trends of translation in Burma:
one school that began with religious translations from the
Pali tends to explain, so makes additions to the text; the
other just tries to retell the substance of the original. In the
hands of the former school Robert Frost's
Whose woods these are I think I know
His house is in the village though becomes
What beautiful woods these are! Who is the fortunate
owner of these lovely trees? I think and I know now. That's
the man living in the village. He has a nice house.
The latter school will just render the two lines into
The owner of the woods lives in the village.
And that is all.
Abstract
Languages differ not only in lexical words and their
meanings but in the way the speakers think. A Burmese
does not think the way an American or any other
English-speaking person thinks. So certain ideas that are
quite normal to an English speaker don't come to the
Burmese mind. If you ask a Burmese a question he will
show his disagreement by uttering a negative verb or
statement, not a single word NO. He has 'yes', but no 'NO'.
The Burmese negate only verbs and not nouns. There are
no Burmese equivalents for 'no money,' 'no food' 'no man'
or 'nowhere.' Likewise our negative prefix can be used
with verbs only and we have difficulty translating words
like 'un-American' or 'non-violence.' Then, we can't say 'I
have a book' in Burmese, for we have only the verb to BE
but lack to HAVE. Other basic words the Burmese have
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no equivalents for are: parent, brother, sister, cousin, arm,
leg, lap. Burmese also has no singular/ plural, present/ past,
active/ passive contrasts. To translate these things the
translator has to say in a round-about way. To say parents
one uses mother and father. To indicate plurality one uses
many, to refer to the past time one uses a word or
phrase showing past, like yesterday or last year; to
express the passive idea one uses receive the action. When
two or more sentences are joined by a relative pronoun,
the Burmese translator normally breaks up the sentence.
Finally, there is the difference in word order, which in
Burmese is: Subject + Object/ Complement + Verb. There
are two main methods of translation in Burma: one
school likes to explain things and tends to produce
enlargements of the original text, and the other just tries
to give the substance of the whole thing.
Maung Tha Noe
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Ma Thida
Ma Thida (b. 1966) is a Burmesemedical

doctor, writer, human rights activist and
former prisoner of conscience. She has

published under the pseudonym
Suragamika which means “brave traveler”.
In Myanmar, Thida is best known as a
leading intellectual, whose books deal with

the country’s political situation. For more
than a decade she worked at the Muslim Free Hospital,
which provides free services to the poor, for more than a
decade. Now she is volunteering at a free clinic run by a
local NGO, FFSS, a local NGO.
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A Brief Biography

1966

I was born.
England defeated West Germany 4-2 in Landon to win
the World Cup of soccer.
American poet Adrienne Rich publishes her fourth
collection of poetry, Necessities of life, written almost
entirely in free verse.
India Gandhi became head of the Congress Party and
the first female prime minister of India.
General Suharto took power after bloody coup and civil
war, and then Indonesian forests became open for foreign
concessionaries resulting widespread deforestation.

1967, 68, 69, 70

My body, mind and heart were nurtured by my dad and
mom.
My body was developed.
My mind was raised.
My heart was cultivated.
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Latin American author Gabriel Garcia Marquez
completed his epic novel ‘One Hundred Years o Solitude’.
South African surgeon Christian Barnard carries out
the first human heart transplant.
American women organized marches to protest the
Vietnam War.
Apollo 11’s America astronaut Neil A.Armstrong became
the first human being to step onto the moon’s surface.
Golda Meir became the first woman prime minister of
Israel.
British and American medical researchers develop the
CAT scan, which integrates thousands of X-ray images
into a detailed picture.

1971,72,73,74,75,76,77,78,79,80,81,82,83

My various birthdays were passing.
My hair’s birthday.
My eyes' birthday.
My ears' birthday
My mouth’s birthday.
My throat’s birthday.
My right hand’s birthday.
My left hand’s birthday.
My body’s birthday.
My legs’ birthday.
My mind’s birthday.
My heart’s birthday.
Women in Jordan got the right to vote.
The world’s population surpassed four billion.
In Berlin, the World Congress for International Women’s
Year opens with almost 2000 delegates from 141 countries.
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Labor minister Tina Anselmi became the first woman
in the Italian Cabinet.
Margaret Thatcher becomes the first woman prime
minister of Great Britain.
The first birth of a human child conceived through in
vitro fertilization, a technique pioneered by British doctors
Patrick Steptoe and RG Edwards.
The World Health Organization declared that smallpox
had been eradicated three years after the last known case.
The internet was invented.

1984

Ma Thida (San Chaung)¹ was born.
In Bhopal, India, a Union Carbide chemical plant
explosion killed 3300 people and injured thousands
seriously.
American researcher Robert Gallo and French
researcher Luc Montagnier announced independent
discoveries of the virus later named HIV.
Demond Tutu, later Archbishop of Cape Town and head
of the Anglican Church in South Africa, was awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize for his leadership in the national
struggle against apartheid.

1985, 86, 87

My right hand, tongue and heart were reborn on pages
of paper.
My right hand prominently developed, tongue
consistently fluent, heart steadily warm.
My brain, right hand and tongue re-grew up at the
1

My pen name
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hospital.
My brain prominently developed, right hand
consistently active, tongue steadily warm.
The Nigerian playwright and novelist Wole Soyinka wins
the Nobel Prize Literature.
An accident in one of the atomic reactor at Chernobyl
in the Soviet Ukraine led to the worst disaster in civilian
nuclear power.

1988-89

I was born by myself.
My right hand, tongue, brain and heart no longer
developing and active, becoming burnt.
However a new “me” was reborn from the organs
remaining from original “me”.
The deforestation rate in Brazil’s Amazon region peaks
and attracts increased international concern.
Benazir Bhutto became the prime minister of Pakistan.

1990

Dr Ma Thida was born by myself.
But I was slowly turning frail.
My right hand was no longer developed, my tongue no
longer fluent, my heart became boiled.
My brain was no longer developed, my right hand no
longer active, my tongue became burnt.
Some parts of “me” were dead.
I got the opportunity to attend the funeral of my body
parts.
I didn't offer a bunch of red roses.
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I didn’t light the honey candle.
I didn’t show my portrait picture.
But I was silent as I was at other funerals.
The world population surpassed five billions. (That
means that in other parts of the world, there might be other
births and other developments.)
In Saudi Arabia, women drove cars in Riyadh to protest
laws preventing them from operating motor vehicles.
Violeta Barrios de Chamorro is elected president of
Nicaragua.

1991,92

Some of my body parts went on dying.
I was still attending those funerals.
I didn’t offer a bunch of red roses.
Didn't light the honey candle.
Didn't show my portrait picture.
I tried to hide my shame-filled mind behind my cross
hands, as I usually did at other funerals.
There were Hindu-Muslim riots in India, Pakistan
and Bangladesh.
Erwin Neher and Bert Sakmann, two German cell
physiologists won Nobel Prize in medicine.
Someone won prizes.
Someone offered prayers.
Someone's wishes didn't come true.

1993

I temporarily died.
My hair’s funeral.
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The freely flying and never pony-tailed hair was tied
with a black hair band.
My eyes’ funeral.
Usually far-and wide-seeing eyes were limited to see
the distance just over the eyelashes.
My ears’ funeral.
My ears, preferring knowledge and information over
earrings, were corkscrewed by the constantly ringing tune
of “How are you all?”
My mouth’s funeral.
My mouth, preferring worthy and right words over sweet
and pleasant ones, went mute in a tradition of grinding
teeth and biting lips.
My throat’s funeral.
My throat, ready to vomit as it doesn’t want to swallow,
was swallowed by a tradition of absorbing the vomits.
My right hand’s funeral.
My right hand, always trying to reflect physically the
mind and the heart, went tired from massaging my forehead
and neck.
My left hand’s funeral.
My left hand, which had tried to support the old and
help him young, was captured by days spent resting still
on my knees
My body’s funeral.
My body, chest opening up, heading up, was pressed
down, forced to lie flat for days and nights.
My legs’ funeral.
My legs, which had tried to walk until the horizon, grew
tried by running in a closed circle.
My mind,
My heart,
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Never die.
Never die.
I never ever attend the funeral of my mind and heart.
Tony Morrison became the first African-American
woman to win the Noble Prize for literature.
Tansu Ciller became first woman prime minister of
Turkey.
Kim Campbell became the first woman prime minister
of Canada.
After 40 years’ dilemma, the world greatest dam, The
Three Gorges, was built on the Yantze River in China.

1995

My birthday was celebrated without me but with many
people whom I have never known.
I slowly died and gradually reincarnated.
I attend the funeral of me.
My birthday was celebrated without me.
The United Nations’ fourth world conference on women
met in Beijing, China.
965,000 people attended the Claude Monet exhibit at
the Art Institute of Chicago.
82% of Poland’s forests were damaged by acid rain.

1996, 97, 98

I was adopted again by the World.
I was still attending the funeral of me.
They were celebrating the adoption ceremony without
me.
Protease inhibitors provided a new treatment for AIDS
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which dramatically improves rates of survival.
East Timorese Roman Catholic bishop Carols Felipe
Ximenes Belo received the Noble Peace Prize in 1996 for
his nonviolent efforts to draw international attention to
East Timor and promote independence from Indonesia.
In Afghanistan the ruling Taliban government places
strict restriction on women, forbidding them to work
outside home and receive an education.

1999

I reincarnated but still was attending some funerals.
There might be a knot when you tie two pieces of rope.
My hair, eyes, ears, throat, body and legs were
reincarnated.
I was still attending the funerals of some of my body
parts.
The AIDS epidemic worsens in Africa as reports indicate
that some 9400 people on the continent are infected with
the fatal virus every day.
Mireya Moscoso became the first woman president of
Panama, and in December oversaw the US handover of
the Panama Canal.
Elizabeth Dole resigned her position as president of the
Red Cross to explore a run for the Republican nomination
for US president.

1999, 2000, 2001

The days of Dr. Ma Thida being reconstructed, piece
by piece.
My hair, eyes, ears, throat, left hand, body and legs were
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reincarnated.
The eyes stretched their legs, the tongue visited around,
the throat refused swallow if if felt like vomiting, the left
hand supported elders, helped youths and joined talented
people, the body laid as trench, the legs ran in three-sixty
degree direction.
But I was attending the funeral of me.
Didn’t yet offer a bunch of red roses.
Didn’t yet light the honey candle.
Didn’t yet show my portrait picture.
Y2K got the world worrying.
The Akashi Kaikyo Bridge, linking the Japanese island
of Awaji to the city of Kobe on the main island of Honsho,
opened to traffic. The bridge, 3911-m (12,831-ft) long, is
the longest suspension bridge in the world.
The Al-Qaeda international terrorist network founded
by Osama bin Laden attacked the World Trade Centre in
New York. 3047 people were killed. 3152 children became
orphans. Most of the deceased people’s bodies weren’t
found. Several nationals and citizens including police,
fire-workers and medical personnel who were rescuing the
victims were killed.
There were serial funerals.
There was a big funeral, carpeted with flowers: black
and white roses in bunches, bouquets, baskets.
There was a big funeral, flame-lit by honey candles.
There was a big funeral, walled with portraits and
pictures.
Tears, sobbing, grief, weak fingers, frail body and
pathetic legs were the shapes of the sorrowful funeral.
A national flag on the coffin, great sympathy and violent
support from the authorities, interviews with victim’s family
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members, papers and pages of missing notes and poems.
All of those expressions made those left behind accept this
funeral in a more even spirit.
They didn’t need to attend their funerals.
Their funerals were attended by several world citizens
including someone whom they never know. Their funerals
were attended by more crowd than their birthdays were.
Actually most of them were not heroes. They were only
ordinaries.
Most of them died without knowing anything. World
citizens buried their bodies as they were the dead evidence
of result of terror and violence.
Their funeral was world famous.
They lost their lives.
From now every year their death would warm the world
about the value of peace.
Tongue and hands still stay alive instead of their bodies
switch died.
They didn’t really die.

2002

Ma Thida(San Chaung), my pen name, was nearly
totally reborn.
My hair, eyes, ears, throat, left hand, body and legs were
reincarnated.
The eyes stretched their legs, the tongue visited around,
the throat refused swallow if it felt like vomiting, the left
hand supported elders, helped youths and joined talented
people, the body laid as trench, the legs ran in three-sixty
degree direction.
But I was attending the funeral of me.
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My right hand and tongue were not yet reincarnated.
Didn’t yet offer a bunch of red roses.
Didn’t yet light the honey candle.
Didn’t yet show my portrait picture.
Bin Laden was not arrested.
Terrorism didn’t stop.
The World is still getting warmer.

Ma Thida

September 2002
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Moe Hein
U Moe Hein (b.1942) works in Burmese as

well as in English. His translations include
literary criticism and philosophy, and the
Burmese poetry collections Through Life’s
Perils (1983) and Sweet Odour of Padauk

and Dokchampa (2002). In 1998, two of his
poems were anthologized by the National

Library of Poetry in Maryland. In 1999, Mr.
Moe published his first book of poetry in English, Harmony

of Head and Heart, and is currently working on a second
volume. He taught English language, Buddhist Philosophy,
and Ethics to monks at the State Priyattisasana University,
Yangon. He die in 2010.
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My Sole Wish

In this very country
I wish to be reborn
loving grow up as a tree.
I care not storms
I fear not winds
come whatever for.
Happy am I
to live and die
on this beloved soil.
And to be its citizen
once again, to love and serve.
For a fish, no place is better than a river. For a
bird, no happier can it be than in the woods. For man, a
question also rises, what is the best? I for one, would
answer “his homeland.” Do I sound patriotic? But that is
not the point. It is simply a man’s love for his soil.
Whenever I travel up or down country, a feeling of
gratitude and joy overwhelms me. The fields, things
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growing, valley or mountain, monuments or houses people
at work, children playing, and etc. ... all become a quilt.
Patterns and colors may differ but the quilt is one piece.
Likewise, society and surrounding merge into oneness.
Looking at this oneness of souls and soil, in other
words, a country and its citizens, I am filled with pride.
Since days of yore, our ancestors have gone through thick
and thin, weal and woe. Times may be bad as history will
show, but we have not lost our identity. The struggle for
the better continues.
As a Buddhist, and as a devotee, I do believe in
“the rounds of birth.” I do not know my past life or the
future. What matters most is the present. Here, in this
country, I was born. Her, I have grown up. I have enjoyed
all the merits that this country could give. From the
time of our forefathers to the present, the shaping and
making of this country is the greatest task. With sweat
and blood, the noble ones have toiled and sacrificed for
this generation and for more to come. We are indebted to
them. Being a son of this soil, I must serve so. Out of love
and duty, and to the best of my ability, I must do utmost
for the land I live in. For me, one life is not enough to
fulfill this wish.
Let me be born here again, in Myanmar. I fear not
what I have to face. Whatever the odds. So long as I am a
citizen breathing its air, quenching my thirst with its
water, and living on its produce, I shall be happy. My head
and heart will uphold and cherish all the values of the land
I am born in. To be among one’s countrymen and serve the
land together, is my sole wish. Nothing great, just a simple
and strong wish, may I say.
Moe Hein
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A Mission

Where to my dove...where to
never tired are you?
Out there
in the open wild,
flames and painful cries.
What then
my dove...what then
can you ever do?
All songs of peace
and words of love
non-stop, I’ll coo.
Know you
my dove,...know you
the dangers not a few?
I do but I don’t flinch
so I dare go through.
Oh, what
my dove,...oh what
makes you steadfast?
If for peace, for life,
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then it’s a.. “Must”.
A dove. A symbol of peace. When I was given
this postcard to compose a poem, immediately it become
lively, flapping its wings to set out a journey. As you know,
an object becomes animate as soon as it captures the poet’s
attention. So, a dialogue took place between the two of us.
The subject, of course, was about its peace mission. To all
my questions, the little dove answered well. Nobody can
fail to notice its traits: courage sacrifice and resolve. In
one word-nobility.
Like the little dove, there are people in the world
whose minds are set to bring peace, whose hearts are filled
with compassion and their determination unshaken.
Organizations like the U.N and its agencies have been
founded to promote peace and bring prosperity. A great
service to mankind. Without men of peace and a spirit of
cooperation, what would our world be?
Yes, the world is not free from flames. It never
was in the past, nor in the present, and the same to be in
the future. Conflicts, wars and tensions appear from time
to time. Just as the planets have their dark sides, so has
our earth. There is no exception. Tensions and turmoil are
the boilers of our society.
But, it is the nature of men- worthy men not to
give away to destruction of our human race. World peace
must be preserved. All thoughts and efforts must pertain
to it. The will of the wise must conquer the evil. Flames
must be put out and lives must be saved at whatever cost.
Nothing is more precious than human lives. It is a bound
duty. Oh, little dove! Fly where you have to. Indeed,
a noble mission.
Moe Hein
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Khet Mar
Khet Mar (b.1969) is one of Myanmar’s

most active literary voices. She has
published one novel (‘Wild Snowy Night,’

1995), a volume of essays (‘Learning from
My Son,’ 2001), and a collection of short
stories with three other women writers (‘The
Pink Before Dark, 1996). Her work has

appeared in numerous journals and magazines, was
adapted into radio plays, and a story (‘Not Novel’) was

made into a short film in Japan. Her collections of essay
entitled "Soul of Fallen Flowers" was published in 2011
and the novel "Night Bird" was published in 2014 in United
State. Her works have been translated into Japanese,
Spanish and English. She is currently working as
broadcaster and translator at Radio Free Asia, USA.
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Overture

She washed out her brush and regarded her painting
critically: definitely a lot of blues. Blue gray monsoon
clouds over the rippling waters of a river; on the far bank,
dark green mountain ranges; a blur of red sky just at the
top right edge.
That last ray of fading sun fell on the lone boatman
rowing against the current, the muscles of his arms
standing out in relief in the light.
A gloomy and dark painting overall, but she had wanted
exactly that. It might storm, it might storm, it might rain,
and one might have to row against the current, but then,
all one needs is the strength to row.
She went to wash her hands at the sink, running her
wet fingers through her hairs, re-tying the handkerchief
around her hair.
"Aren't you done yet?
The night watchman called from the door. In the silence
of the late evening his voice boomed out. She gave a tired
but contented smile.
"Yes, I'm just about done. I'll be out in a minute."
"Its past nine, already. I thought you didn't notice the
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time; the others have all locked up and gone, you're the
only left," he said.
She took up her things, gave a glance at her painting,
and went out of the door, smiling at the old man.
"Good night!"
As soon as she was out of the building, the icy breeze
refreshed her in an instant. She breathed deeply. In the
darkness she could see the lighted golden stupa of the
Shwedagon Pagoda.
She turned left as she came out of the gate of the state
School of Fine Arts. She wished she could go and sit by
the Royal Lakes not too far away and maybe spend half an
hour or so, watch the night fall, feel the breeze, listen to
the night birds. But how can she; the night and the breeze
and the bird calls will surely be disturbed by the drunken
leers of men from the nearby night stalls; it is dangerous
enough that she was walking home alone, this late. She
could not help getting so absorbed in her paintings that
she usually stayed on after class, finishing up her
assignment which she was to do over two or three days.
This headstrong streak was what brought her here to
Yangon in the first place. She had ignored her mothers'
pleas to finish high school, and had left their small delta
village to attend the art school. She had found a place to
stay in a nunnery not too far from the school, within the
grounds of the Nga Htut Kyee Pagoda of Bahan. She did
not mind the daily lunches of beans and rice, or in the
evenings, a plate of almost stale leftovers. Each evening
she would happily scamper up the steep steps leading to
the nunnery, where she had been allowed to stay because
the elderly nun happened to be a distant cousin of her
mother. The walk to and from school took half an hour
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either way as the steep climb wound around a hillside,
and past a small cemetery where, years and years ago, some
minor princes and princess had been buried in a family
plot.
She would go over in her mind the lessons learnt at
school as she climbed the steps, she thought of those steps
as symbolizing the stages of her progress. Where is she
now? Not yet near the top, she knew. But just wait. One
day, one day...
She was grateful that some donor had paid for some
railings to be put up; she clutched at the metal bar as she
started the steep climb, first taking off her slippers for one
is not allowed to wear shoes on the pagoda precincts. From
way up the pagoda, a dim glow of a 40 watts bulb hardly
gave enough light for her to see the steps.
Suddenly she heard the shuffle of feet behind her...she
felt so tired she did not bother to look around. Well,
someone's coming up the steps, too. She felt less alone.
But why should that make a difference? She had been
going up these dark steps, alone, for a great many nights.
'Sister! Sister"
Now whom could he be calling to? She did not turn
around, but heard the footsteps quicken, and in the dark
sensed someone coming up to stand besides her.
"Sister?"
She looked up; in the faint light she could see a young
man. She felt a stab...fear? Perhaps. They were alone on
the steps, by the side stood the old tombs; beyond them, a
cliff; in front, almost total darkness. And beside her stood
a strange man. It was late: almost 10 p.m.
"What d'you want?" Her voice sounded harsh to her
own ears. What should I do? She thought rapidly. Who
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can hear her if she called for help? She noticed that he was
dressed decently enough, in a neat white shirt. He held a
pair of velvet slippers in one hand. What should she do?
What should she do?
"Are you going up there, sister?"
His voice was gentle and he stood still, calmly. She could
her the rustling of the leaves from the trees towering
over the tombs.
"Yes."
Her answer sounded even harsher than her previous
reply.
The steps are so dark, and you're alone, aren't you? I've
been watching you for some time, going up there. Are you
from the art school? Where do you have to go? I'll see you
home. It's late."
She could not imagine what her eyes were saying as
she started at him. Is this a sincere offer, or is it a trick? A
deep silence fell, broken by a sharp chirp of a cricket. She
shivered, but gathered her thoughts to speak in a steady
voice.
"Yes, I just came back from art school. I have to go
beyond the pagoda to a nunnery on the other side."
"Oh...right up to the top, then beyond?"
She nodded. I seemed to her that his eyes widened. When
he spoke it was halting.
"Th...then it means I have to come back alone...it's so
dark, and those tombs! W...well, you're used to this place,
right? Excuse me, I have to go."
He turned suddenly and ran down the steps. She glared
at his back, and turned to make her way up again. After a
few steps, she stopped and looked down...by then he was
already more than ten steps down.
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"Hey!"
Her voice was loud in the stillness. Startled, he stopped
and looked up. She smiled broadly; she hoped he could
see that smile. She waited a few seconds before speaking,
for a cricket had started to chirp shrilly. As soon as it
paused, she called down:
"Thanks!"
She turned at once and ran up the steps. She heard
nothing from him: he must be rooted to the spot in
surprise. After a while she heard him run down the steps;
she smiled again, as she has done just now. She turned
and looked down until the faint glow of his shirt disappeared past the bottom steps. She smiled again.
She could not understand why she kept smiling all the
time, like this.
Translated by Ma Thanegi
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A Good Gift

After testing with a small dark green twig on a piece of
yellow paper, I felt satisfied. So by the time I drew a sprout
over the red sun, I knew I had done some picture.
Whoever knew it or not, liked it or not was of no matter
for I had already created a work of art enough to satisfy
me. Just as I was immersed in my work with an
inspiration got from those objects combined, I had to face
a volley of questions by my young little son.
"Mom did you draw this little picture?"
"Yes, my son"
"Is this a real dry little tree?"
"Yes it is"
"How do you know you can draw a picture out of it?"
"You told me so"
"I told you?"
"Yes you did"
"When did I tell you"?
"When you were in my stomach."
"How did I tell?"
*
* *
I spread the mat on the floor and placed my pillow
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beside my son's little one. Then I started talking.
"Son, come and sleep on this pillow. I'll sleep here will
happily tell you how I could drew these little pictures after what you told me."
Suddenly, son lay down on the small pillow and touched
my ear. I put my hand over his little stomach. It was as if
the cold of winter wet with rain quickly dissipated.
The sparrows, feasting on the paddy stalk hung on a small
mango tree in front of the house, were tweeting,
looking at the roof with cobwebs dangling; my eyes caught
sight of the little window at the side on which red newthargi
flowers in full bloom were hanging down. As I sweetly
smiled, son's little hand was on my cheek.
'Mom, you said you would tell but didn't. You are just
smiling."
And so, still with a smile, I began.
*
* *
It was the time your elder brother was in mummy's
womb.... when becoming pregnant, I felt seriously ill.
Because of the physical changes, just as my body suffered
so was my mind restless. A son or daughter? With
complete limbs or not? Any defects? Will the child be
intelligent? I was overwhelmed by these thoughts. Couldn't
eat, couldn't sleep and vomited the whole day. Your
grandma who gave birth to five children even remarked
that she had never seen a pregnant woman so laboured
and vomiting the whole day.
Son, it is said that those who are pregnant have a strong
desire to eat something and do something especial. A kind
of urge, a yearning. Mine started from an idea. Your father
goes to work late morning to evening, your grandma is
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always out with some matter and your grandpa is so
occupied the whole time with all his plants that I am the
only one left upstairs. Every fifteen minutes, half an hour,
I vomit and put my hand on the stomach feeling your
brother's every move and kicks. That is how I while away
the time. It is very strange to feel and see the stomach
shaking because of the little creature in side. A wonder
too. In some six or seven month time, this little creature
will enter the world as a human being. Because of his
coming, I must let him suck the sweet white milk that was
not in my body before. Very strange. A wonderful feeling,
my son. Because of it, the urge appeared in me.
A picture of feeding milk to this little creature
appeared in my eyes. Seeing it for several days, I wanted
to draw it. So I sat at your father's drawing desk. Around
me were oils and water colours. But I did not know how to
mix the color for my first drawing. What color must I use
for the complexion of the little creature in my bosom? As
it was afternoon, I could not ask your father who was not
near me. Feeling upset, I pushed aside the paint tubes and
got hold of the books on the shelf. I concentrated on an
advertisement in a book which I looked for the second
time. It was a picture of rose petals, pinkish and
yellowish. Looking at them, I come to know that it was
the color I needed for the complexion of my little boy.
Immediately; I tore the paper into strips and stuck them
on a white paper as the little hands of the baby. For the
diaper I used a white paper. The blue paper was for my
blouse. I used brown for my complexion. The black was
for the black hair falling on my bosom.
*

*
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Son, it was indeed strange. In the end the piece of paper
I tore and pasted up turned out to be the picture of me
feeding a baby with milk. I was so happy. I was
immersed in that little picture making me forget the
terrible feeling that I had never before come across in my
life. When became aware of the surrounding, the sun light
was already pale. The red nwethargi petals growing from
the plant beside your father's drawing table were
swinging in the evening breeze.
Then, I came to know how to face the thrilling
experiences I have to undergo for the seven or eight
months. From that day, before your brother was born, I
pasted up little pictures using coloured paper. Every day, I
wanted to do those little pictures, and was even interested.
That was the urge I felt while waiting for your brother's
birth. Whenever I looked at the little pictures done during
that time. I got back the feeling of pleasure. That was why
I regarded those pictures with joy. I frequently thought of
them as a gift from your elder brother.
*
* *
I thought my little one was asleep. But the moment
I stop talking, he looks up at me.
"So...what about the present I gave you?"
Looking at the little birds chirping on the paddy stalk, I
replied
"The present you gave me is concerned with nature,
my son"
''What is nature?"
"Nature is little trees, flowers, little birds, the sun, the
moon and, of course, the little stars."
''I gave them to you as present, is that so? How did I do
that?"
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He smiled, his little black front teeth appearing. His eyes
sparkled with interest. Brushing away the hair on his
forehead, I started again to answer him.
*
* *
By the time you have entered my womb, mum had
already moved to the farm in Thanlyin together with you r
grandpa and grandma. A wonderful place it was, with
various trees growing. And, many birds came because the
place was peaceful and free from bother. The colorful crows
making sounds, little doves, golden weaverbirds, many
birds with red crests whose name I did not know, and the
little mynas, were our friends.
*
* *
As evening drew, the sun perched above the wood on
the other side of the road. When looking this side, one
could see green field stretching far. Carrying you in my
stomach and holding your brother's hand, mum and dad
used to walk in the evenings. We just plucked the little
wild flowers, small plants unknown to us and seedlings
growing by the roadside of the village. When reaching
home, we kept them inside the book.
As usual, your father goes to work in the afternoon.
Grandpa and Grandma are in the garden. Your brother is
asleep. I read books. I write. When I open the books to
read, I take out the little flowers and sprouts that have
already dried and put them on a white piece of paper. How
beautiful, in some way. I made litter pictures out of it. I
put little flower and moons on colored papers. Before
your birth, I created beautiful sceneries with those little
things. So my little son, you are the creature who gave me
a gift that enabled me to create sceneries.
*
* *
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My son giggled and asked whether the little drawings were
their presents. I replied they were. You gave me valuable
gifts.
"What does valuable mean?"
I breathed hard and mustered to answer the question
of my little son.
"Now, I have told you how I had drawn the little
pictures. Don't you feel happy?"
"Yes, happy."
"When you eat snacks and get toys, don't you feel
happy?"
"Sure, happy."
"Don't we pay for those snacks and toys?"
"Yes, we have to pay."
"Is the things we get by paying with money valuable
or not?"
"Yes, it is valuable/"
"Then, can you buy the happiness you got from what I
told you about my painting?"
"No, I can't"
"If a thing valuable when bought with money, the more
valuable will be one which can't even be bought with
money. Isn't that so my son?
*
* *
While in my stomach, you all have me do things that
gave happiness and joy which couldn't be bought with
money. These are the valuable gifts of my sons"
I couldn't tell whether my little son understood or not.
But his eyes sparkled and his smile somewhat strange.
Seeing him in such happy mood was indeed a value to me.
The cause for having the value was the gifts of my sons. I
was telling myself the thing which my little son didn't seem
to understand.
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I was able to cross the perilous path often regarded as
setting one foot on the grave. With the gift of my sons, I
could create and enjoy art that enabled me to overcome
the anxious moments. During that period even if I had not
accumulated noble merits, my mind was calm and
peaceful being free from sins. Due to the feeling and
habits of that time, I have become light-hearted to this
very day and can enjoy making little pictures with flowers
and twigs whenever I wish. I think I should thank my sons
who had given me the urge to create the little pictures
during pregnancy.
My little son must have thought I have ended
because of the silence which in fact, resulted from my mind
drifting. He slipped away from my arms to the place where
birds appeared and asked me to follow and see. When I
was beside him, he pointed to a place. Dark green vines of
ivy crept over the yellow leaves of a lime tree growing
neat the hedge. On the vines were three little ivy ground
fruits. Two little birds, very beautiful with thick black shiny
feathers, violet striped necks and reddish crests took turns
pecking the little red fruits.
"Lovely, isn't it?"
When son sweetly said these words while gazing at the
scene, I thanked whoever or whatever things that inspired
a love for nature in his heart. Only when one loves nature,
one won't destroy it. Is that not so?
Translated by Ma Thanegi
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Kyaw Win
Kyaw Win (b.1952) is an active contributor
to the Myanmar literary scene whose
interests span a variety of cultural,
economic, and political issues. His
published translations include Thomas

Friedman’s The World is Flat and Joseph
E. Stiglitz’s Making Globalization Work. In

the 1980s and 90s, Kyaw Win founded and
ran a private school in Monywa. After three periods of
imprisonment, he moved to Yangon and became a
freelance writer and editor. He has edited five magazines,
most recently Khit San [‘Watershed Era’] in 2003 and [‘The
Waves’] Magazine, where he is currently Chief Editor.
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ODE TO LORD BUDDHA

O! Nargis,
in the reign of your cruelty and mercilessness,
we all faced great disaster,
However,
having granted us this devastation,
you left.
we are quarrelling,
we are fighting,
and so we can do nothing.
To those,
who mistrust each other,
to those,
who do not know the way out of chaos,
to those,
who feel constant sorrow,
come among us, Lord Buddha
teach us how to love,
bring your dream of peace, and
plant it in our hearts.
Kyaw Win
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THE ABANDONED VILLAGE

The silence is awful and sorrowful,
as cold as the hands of a dead man.
Houses, gardens, monasteries and pagoda,
all abandoned,
like a graveyard.
"When will they come back?"
"When will they come back?"
"When will they come back?"
The lonely wind howls.
The answer is silence.

Kyaw Win
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HIMALAYA IN THE DARK

There is no-one to exchange a word with.
No book to read.
No pleasure to enjoy.
Days wrestle nights,
Love quarrels hate,
Belief corroded by disbelief,
Sweet honey turns to bitter neem,
Clocks sleep, dragon-inert.
Youth turns into old age.
There is only one feeling left.
The spirit of freedom,
Remains, like the great Himalaya.
Kyaw Win
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Min Htet Maung
Min Htet Maung (b.1964) is the editor of
Junior Magazine, and an active social
volunteer. He has published over 300

poems, 50 short stories, and numerous
essays. His forthcoming publications include
two collections of poems [‘Reverse Poetry’]
and [‘Satan’s Laugh to the Happy World’],

and three children’s poetry books. He also translates
contemporary American writing.
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I Come to You, Mekong

Mekong- I am a poet
I come to you - for
I appreciate your natural beauty
I investigate your inside story
And I am close with you
Mekong - You like a human being
You have a head, body, arms, and legs
Your height is 4,800 kilometers long
65 million blood cells flow up and
down in your body
Mekong - You put your head above the
China pillow
While you lay down on the ground
So your long hair is enfolding
The dry tea-leaf smells from Yunnan
Mekong -you rest your shoulders
on the mountains of Burma
that is comfortable for you
Mekong-your breasts look like
sticky- rice fields in Laos,
they are ripe, colored yellow-ochre
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Mekong-you belly is like a Thai girl's belly
Uncovered between blouse and Jeans
But you decorate it with colorful orchids
Mekong-your hips look like sculpted sandstones
from Angkor in Cambodia,
big, firm, wonderful and gracefully artistic
Mekong-you place your slim legs
among the green paddies of the delta in Vietnam
with best-looking style
Mekong-you look a human being
You have mind, heart and brain
So you feel, you create and you think
Mekong-you ferment much work.
Through three thousand years of civilization in your life
Mekong-you have create history
You give a legacy of ancient culture
You nurtured religion customs
And you spawned legend and
traditions for folk-music, song
these are your milestones and diaries
from the flowing of your life
Mekong-you I listened to your timeless
legends and stories
Especially, Naga and Praa Kaar
Naga arose from your body
Also human became Dolphin to float
Through your body
These are real or not?
These are only legends?
People talk, like and believe these
stories even now
I heard, I saw-these are
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very interesting, mysterious,
supernatural things for me
Mekong- I glimpsed your soul in your blood
The ancient temples- Bagan, Vat Phou, Angkor
Where fading Hindu gave way to Buddhism
And tongues you scattered from southern India
Languages for your people to speak and sing and chant
Mekong- traditional music and folk songs
are active in your heart
I appreciated your nice arts
I feel soft and fresh in my mind
Also I am happy in your festive nights
Mekong-I see people's daily lives are very simple
In your heart, they live and depend on you
They are fisherman, farmers and ordinary people
Like your children, they call "Mother of Waters" so lovely
Yes-really, truly, you are the very kindest mother of
nature
Mekong-you compose your natural beauty
with mountains, forests, fields,
streams, rapids, falls and people's life
in your body
Your body your beauty is without modernity you
compose only
Now, I knowThe simple is the most wonderful and the most beautiful
Mekong-you heart and body are so beautiful
But, I see some wounds on your body
Blood is blocked in your veins
Who makes these wounds?
Who blocks these veins?
I know-somebody wants to infect you
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with modern techniques
So that you will become more developed
Oh, simple Mekong-don't you believe them
They will make new clothes for your body
After that they will send you to the market
They will destroy the beauty of your virgin nature
There is injustice- There is torture
There is terrorism
Mekong-I talk to you
Don't believe them
Don't try to be a modern beauty if you do
You will damage your natural beauty
You will dry out your body
You will lose your life
If you die,
All of your history, culture and your children will die
Mekong-I don't want to see your funeral
I want to see you healthy, natural beautiful forever
So I will save you I will save you
I will protect you and I will attack for you
Mekong- I come to you
I am a poet
a poet is the one who loves Nature
more than others.

Min Htet Maung
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Khin Maung Nyo
Khin Maung Nyo (b.1943) at Kwanthe,

Mon State, Myanmar. He graduated
from Mandalay University for his first
degree. He finished his post graduate
course in Chemistry from Yangon
University. He was then awarded
Colombo Plan Scholarship and studied
at University of Salford at Greater
Manchester, U.K. and awarded the Ph.D. degree.
He taught in Yangon University and its affiliated
colleges for 26 years. After retiring from teaching
position he became a writer/ journalist and wrote
over 30 books and 3000 articles. He was awarded
the International Journalism Foundation Award from
New York and achieved the Diploma in Journalism
from University of Phnom Penh, Cambodia. In 2013,
he won the Youth Litreary Award from Swe Sone
Media.
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WHERE DO YOU PUT YOUR HEART?

Just as a mother would protect her only son,
at the risk of her life, like so,
Let the boundless rays of pure-heart radiate
towards all beings in the entire would.
Buddha 363-483 BC
(From Mitta Sutra)

(1)
I came from upper Myanmar.
There was famine over there. No rain for many years.
So I came down to Yangon and ended up working in the
jetty. Then I worked on a ferry ship which sailed to and
fro in the delta area. There I met a pretty girl who sold rice
on the ship. She was a little bit plum but very healthy
looking. One day when she was climbing on board she
fell down into the river.
"Oh. God" Somebody shouted.
Without thinking I jumped overboard into the river just
to rescue her forgetting that I could not swim. Luckily I
could hold her in the water; she could swim and we both
were saved (the exact words should be that I was saved by
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her.). Her name was Mya Mya.
We became very good friends. Mya Mya lived with her
parents in a village called Phone-Daw-Pyi. When the owner
of the ship sold it to another merchant, I quit the job and
moved to work in Phone-Daw-Pyi. The people in the
village lived mainly on fishing. So I also became a
fisherman. Mya Mya and I got married soon after. I moved
to her house.
Mya Mya taught me how to swim and how to fish.
But villagers taught me how to drink.
All the men in the village drank good wine during the
evening. They said "Fishing is a tough job and after
returning from the sea one or two drinks will make you
healthy."
In a few months my father-in-law and mother-in-law
died one after another.
After the funeral my wife said to me. "Dear, please do
not go out in the evening. If you leave the house, I am
alone and I feel so lonely"
"But I want to drink"
"Ok. I will make you drink at home"
Everyday she bought me some liquor which was cheap
and plentiful.
Every evening after coming back from the sea, I
usually drank alone, but sometimes with friends in my
home. My wife noticed that I consumed more and more
and that my drinking span increased from morning till
night.
One night my wife asked me "Why do you drink too
much?"
I said "I like it"
She looked a bit sad and she told me," I am
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pregnant."
"What"
She repeated. I kissed her womb. "It will be a beautiful
son"
"I hope so, "said the wife. She continued, "Please, promise
me not to drink anymore"
I promised her and from that day on I totally stopped
drinking.
(2)
After nine months, she indeed, gave birth to a
beautiful son. I heard the baby cried. The cried was loud
and robust. But soon after the mother died. Just before she
died she said," Promise me to look after my baby"
I promised her to raise him into a good life. She died in
my hands.
"Mya Mya"
I tried to hide my grief but I broke down and called out
her name
The whole world seemed to be blackout.
After her funeral I broke my promise. Every day I drank
from morning till night. The pain was too much for me.
After a week or so I became very weak and then I
remember my son.
I shouted, "Where is my son?" Nobody cared to
respond, I went to the neighbors. Their faces seemed to
dislike me.
One woman came out of her house and said "You are a
drunkard. What do want your child for?"
I said " I am his father"
"But you cannot even look after yourself" she said
scornfully.
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"I love my son,"
"May be. But we cannot give the child to a drunkard,
who could not even look after himself."
They may be right. But my son was my son.
Then an elderly woman came in.
"If you stop drinking and behave yourself we will
allow you to see your son and later we will make an
arrangement for him to live him with you. However your
son is only two weeks old and we have decided to keep
him a little longer. We have a lady who has just given birth
to a child and she agreed to share her milk for the poor
little child with her own child."
"May I see him now?"
"Of course, if you are sober"
"That you need not to worry. I will give up drinking
and work for the motherless son"
They took me to the other side of the village where a
lady kept my child in a little bed together with her own
son. I could recognize him easily. He was fair and smiled
like her mother.
I whispered softly, "Mya Mya, I promise you to raise
our son"
I wished I would keep my promise this time.

(3)
I was not drinking anymore and worked very hard. I
got enough money for both of us. I repaired the house,
which was a bamboo hut liked most of the houses in the
village. The lady looked after my son and wanted to adopt
him.
My son used to think that the lady was her mother.
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At the age of three my son came to live with me. He
occasionally went to visit his adopted mother.
When he reached to the age of four he seemed to be
mature for his age. He usually waited for me whenever
I came back from the sea after fishing. When he was five
I made him a novice at the monastery in our village.
I donated all my money for my son's shin-pyu ceremony.
On the day of occasion, all the people from the village
were invited to have a meal in the monastery. Everybody was very happy. When the initiation was
completed the monks blessed us for the deed. I could not
control my tears, I cried out my wife's name.. Lots of
women of the village also could not control their tears.
Mya Mya will be very proud to have our son's shin-pyu
ceremony and we wished her for the best where ever she
may be in her next life..
After 7 days of novice (monk-hood) my son came back
home. He seemed to be grown up a bit more. I told him
that he would have to go to school next year in June.
In Myanmar the New Year celebration is held in April
all over the country. It is one of the most outstanding
festivals and people throw water at each other: it is called
the water festival or Thingyan.. I took my son to Nga-uptaw, which is a small town where they celebrate a big water festival.
When we returned back from the trip I bought some
clothes and school uniforms for my son. I also bought a
school bag and some books for him to prepare for the
lessons in advance.
When we arrived back to the village, my son
always made his school bag ready and played to go the
mock school.
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(4)
Every year, by the end of April and the beginning of
May, we usually have strong wind and high tide.
During this season, all the fishermen understood that it is
very important to listen to the radio for the weather
reports. We noticed that mangrove forest was
disappearing rapidly and the tides came in faster than ever.
On the first day of May a storm warning was announced
on the radio. It said that there was allow pressure area
forming in the Bay of Bengal, which could move to
southern Ayeyarwaddy, Rakhine and Yangon division. Our
boats were no good to go in the rough sea, so we stop
fishing. We put our boats in a small creek next to the
village.
The next day we heard from the radio that the
cyclone was named Nargis and it was moving slowly
towards the north. The wind will be strong and sea will be
rough.
We never think that a cyclone could be as destructive
as a Tornado or a Tsunami and could do a lot of damage
on us. Nobody in the village ever experienced big storm
like Nargis. We were thinking that it might come and it
might go, and without much damage.
It started at about 5 o'clock in the evenings of
second of May.
We heard the wind roared in with a loud noise. The
houses were shaking. Coconut trees were swaying. We
closed doors and windows of our houses, Then we heard
somebody in the street shouting..
"Run, run"
"Water is rushing up"
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I looked out of the house and saw the water rushed in
with a very fast rate. With that kind of rate the village will
be soon under water. The wind blew harder making more
noise.
I put my son on my shoulders. He took his school bag
and clung to my neck with his both hands. I was a strong
fisherman, and never afraid of anything. I was quite
confident that I could make my way to the other side of
the village, where there was a monastery on high ground.
But as soon as I put my feet into the water I
noticed that I could not move easily. It was really difficult
to take even a step. The gushing of water, growling of
wind and pelting of rain made me swayed from one side
to another.
I struggled to make my steps, bit by bit. Then I saw a
boat approaching us. There were only a few people on
board. I could barely see their faces, but. I could make a
guess them from their gestures that they were my friends.
"Lucky of me," I thought.
"Pull us in" I shouted. They stopped and helped my son
on board.
"Son, Thar Htet holds on tight." I warned him.
He nodded and got on board. Just before he could settle
on the boat, a great wave rushed in and hit the boat with
an enormous force. I could hear people screaming and I
lost control of myself, felling I would drown. Struggling
to get to the surface rer many times I was lucky to grip a
big plastic container and I tied it to my hand tied it with
my shirt.
Suddenly I remembered my son.
"Son... Thar Htet."
I shouted. Nobody could hear me. Then a wave carried
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me furiously and I was hit by something big moving in
the water. Then I blacked out.

(5)
Bright sunlight was hitting to my eyes. I woke up in
great pain. My body was aching, and my head was hurting. I could feel some blood dripping from my head. I actually was up on a tree branch. I climbed down from the
tree very carefully. The wind was still blowing strong I
felt the mud under the tree. There was a lot of dirt. The
place was really awful. I was very thirsty. Where can I
get some drinking water? I moved around when I saw a
woman come down from the tree.
"Daw Shwe" I exclaimed.
"Kya Gyee." She greeted me happily. We were both
from the same village Phone-daw-pyi.
But after looking at her, I burst out laughing.
"Why are you laughing, Kya Gyee?" she asked me.
I said "You have no clothes"
"Goodness, neither have you Kya Gyee"
Yes. I had not a piece of cloth on me either.
"We should do something "
She went to get some straw and rolled it up to make a
rope. She then wrapped the straw rope around her body.
"Not bad at all"
I imitated Daw Shwe. I too got some straw and made a
rope. I actually needed just a small one to cover me up as
I only need to cover the lower part of my body.
"Let's go home"
"Do you know where we are now?"
"No idea. But we will meet some people on our way"
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"You are right. It won't be very far"
"Ok. Let's move. But I am thirsty"
"Me too"
"Let's walk and look for some water"
After walking a while we saw some broken coconut
trees on the ground. I quickly plucked some coconuts
and slowly removed the outer part, using a sharp stone. I
managed to make a small hole in the nut and shared it
with Daw Shwe. I also managed to make a hole in another
nut. We were really feeling good after the coconut water.
"Good, We will eat some nuts"
We picked up some more coconuts and hit them with a
big stone. It was not very easy. But at last we got some
opened.
"Not bad at all"
"I don't like this place," she said. It is because we could
see some dead bodies, human and animals, on the shore.
We had now gained enough strength to move on. We
walked towards the hill that seemed not very far from this
place. There is a small wood near the hill. As we walked
through it, we met 5 or 6 people there.

(6)
They seemed to be searching for somethings. As soon
as they found us, they welcomed us.
"You must be Nargis survivors"
We nodded. They gave us a bottle of water and some
biscuits.
"We are a search team for the survivors. We are volunteers. Our team is not well established yet but we can feed
100 people for a week or two."
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"Thank you very much. By the way, where are now?"
"In Hine Gyi Kyun"
"What! Hine Gyi Kyun?"
"Yes. You are in Hine Gyi kyun.
I was really surprised Hine Gyi in fact is an island surrounded by water, situated at the mouth of Ngawun river,
next to the sea. It is also very far from Phone-Daw-Pyi
and you really can't get there without a sturdy boat. (May
be you might have seen in the movies that a girl went to
school from Kyaut-ka-lat- next to Phone-Dsw-Pyi, to Hine
Gyi Kyun by riding on her mother's bike. But it is only the
imagination of a movie director who didn't do his
homework properly)
"How comes we are in Hine Gyi Kyun? Last night we
were in Phone-Daw-Pyi"
Nobody answered.
The villagers took us to the village where they gave us
clothes and shelter. They fed us with a big meal. After we
had had our dinner Daw Shwe asked me,
"Where is your son?"
"My son? Thar Htet?" I exclaimed loudly.
Every body looked at me as though I had gone mad.
"My son, my son! Where are you" I lost my son, "Oh
no!"
The last time I saw him we went on board of a small
boat. At that moment a big wave struck us and I was drawn,
The wave made us far apart and I was sunk I lost my little
boy. How come I am in Hi Gee Kyun? I can't live without
my son.
You know, he would be going to school in June. He had
his school uniform ready. He had his school bag on his
shoulders. I promised my wife on her death bed that I would
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look after him in a great care. Tears ran out of my eyes and
I was not able to eat any more. I went down the street
which led to the beach. I should go down to the sea in
search of my son. I stood up slowly. At that moment
somebody took my arm and said, "Let's drink some local
wine and forget the pain you had suffered."
He was a strong man. He took me to a hut where they
sold the local wine..
We sat down in the hut and the waiter brought two bottles
of rice wine.
I took a bottle and poured it into my mouth. The taste of
bitterness and burning went down into my throat.
"This is very good wines." The stranger said as he also
was having the wine in a glass for himself. I nodded,
agreeing with him. I felt a little bit better. But I was still
very weak. As I poured the wine down my throat to empty
the bottle I totally blacked out.
I woke up the next morning and I saw myself on the
earthen ground near the liquor hut.
I went into the hut. I saw nobody but plenty of wine
bottles. I felt very thirsty, so I took a bottle of wine and
drank again. The spirit was really strong and I felt as if I
was going to the hell.
I couldn't move. I slept on the ground again.
I do not know how many days I was there in the liquor
hut. At last I tried to walk down to the sea beach. I could
hear the sea roaring even from a distance. It seemed to me
somebody in the sea was calling me.
"OK. This is it. I will go down into the sea."
But I was very weak. I could barely stand up. I walked
slowly to the sea. The sea was swelled full. It must have
been a high tide. As I walked to the water's edge I fall
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down so many times that I had a number of bruises on my
knees and elbows. I got up and kept walking. But at one
point I could not get up. I did not know how long I was
lying there on the ground. Then an old man in a white
gown gave me his hand and said,
"Son, come with me"
I looked him up and asked, "Where to?"
"To a peaceful place"
"Is it the heaven, you want me to take"
"Of course, son. To the heaven, a peaceful place"
"Gosh. To the heaven, then I must be dead."
"No. You are not dead, son. You are not dead."
"Without dying, how could somebody go to the heaven?"
"We are going there son. Believe me. Come with me to
the big pagoda and there, you will get what you want"
"I want to see my son"
"OK. You will see your son when you get there"

(7)
It took a long time to get to the big pagoda. Finally we
came to a hut near the big pagoda..
"Where is my son?" I asked the man.
"I will show you if you eat and sleep well with us. You
must make yourself sober before you can see your son"
said the old man. Somehow, I agreed with him. He must
be a holy man or a magician, who could get whatever he
wanted and saw things one wants to see.
The old man made me eat a bowl of rice with dried fish.
I was so tired that I fell into a deep sleep, I saw my son
who was in the drowning boat. "Father, help me!"
I tried to get hold of his little hands. His hands were so
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slippery that it kept losing them all the time. The little
boat went far, far away, I couldn't see it any more.
"Son, son" I shouted.
Then I woke up sweating all over. I felt very cold and
trembled. The old man came, felt my fore head and said,
"You have a fever. I will get you some medicine."
He boiled a portion of herbs and made me take the whole
lot. It was really bitter and smelly, but I felt much better
after that.
I asked the old man "Where is my son?"
"Tell me your whole story, so that I can help you to see
your son"
I told him the whole story of my wife and my son.
The old man listened to me carefully and said "I am
sorry. I will see what I can do for you."
He then asked, "Would you promise me not to consume, drink, eat or smoke any of the intoxicating things
for the rest of your life?"
"I promise whichever you want as long as I can see my
son"
"Another requirement is that you must love all
beings. Will you promise me that, my son?"
"I promise"
"Alright, I will meditate through the night and tell you
where to find your son"
I was very happy, thinking that I can rely on this holy
man.
The old man went to the pagoda, lit up some candles
and sat down in front of the big pagoda.
He sat there the whole night and I lay beside him. I was
counting the beads with my heart, putting loving
kindness on all beings.
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" You must love all living beings whether you can see
them or not."
"You must love everybody as your own son"
These were Buddha's teachings.
When I woke up in the morning, I felt much better.
" We can only have fruit for our breakfast, but for lunch
I will go down to the village to get some rice," the old man
said kindly. I nodded and took some mangoes and bananas
he gave to me. Then I asked "Where can I see my son?"
He said, "It is a bit confusing. You must have more
meditation on loving kindness. Can you do that?"
I was upset to hear the negative answer from him. But I
must try to do my share of meditation on loving
kindness which is a meditation to put your heart into
all beings, living in the universe.
When the holy man came back from the village he
brought me some food. I wanted to fetch water from the
well, but the old man told me not to bother, as I was still
very weak. After mediating for three days, the holy man
said, "I have met your son."
"Where? How is he? I asked him with an excited
manner.
"Your son already had died. But he will be
reincarnated as a paddy bird."
"Goodness. Why a paddy bird?"
"I don't know. But you see, you can go to the paddy
field and work there to talk to your son."
"How?"
"If you go down to the field and work there, you might
meet your son. You can find a farmer there and work for
him. He will give you food and shelter. Don't drink any
wine as you'd promised. Meditate on loving kindness for
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all beings.. Your son will come to you. Work hard, son."
I went down to the paddy field and met a farmer. He
greeted me and asked me to have some plain tea with him.
After talking a while, he agreed to hire me as a worker for
the season. He said "We are in short of workers after
Nargis."
Nargis really took away more than two hundred
thousand lives, I was told.
"Thanks goodness. I am still alive, "I said to myself."
Now my son becames a paddy bird. He may be a little
one. Anyway he might come and see me."
Every evening I went out to the paddy field and tried to
look for my son. There were so many lovely paddy birds
around but not one came to me. After four months or so,
the holy man came to see me. He said that I had to move
to another place.
"Why?"
"I was wrong about your son. He is not a paddy bird.
He was reincarnated into a cow and he is now born as a
calf."
"Really, how can I go to see him?"
"Come along. We will go to the man who is raises
the cattle."
The farmer agreed, as the season was over and the paddy
field was already harvested. He settled my wages and I
went to the cattle field with the holy man. When we arrived he asked the owner if I could work for him as a cattle
boy. I was hired and also got a place to stay there. The old
man and I went to see the new born little calf. It is a little
cute one. He looked at me as I stroked his back.
I said to the calf, "Son, I am here to be with you and
will not leave you again."
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My son seemed to be indifferent, but I dare say he definitely understood me. Then the old man told me,
"OK. Son. Stay here and work hard. Don't forget to
meditate. I will come back in a month"
I was happy again. Every morning I cleaned the cow
shed, milked, and talked to my son. He was a clever one
and always liked having me around.
The owner of the cattle fed me and gave some money
for my work. After a month the holy man came to see me.
I was happy that the little calf cared me so much for me,
and could have stayed here for my whole life. I sometimes
visited the big pagoda and prayed for the unfortunate ones,
whose bodies were left in water, soaking for months. We
need loving kindness for the people all over the world.
One day in January, the holy man came in and said
"Son, I was wrong about your son"
"Wrong again?"
"I am sorry son, in this world there are bad spirits and
good spirits fighting each other. If the bad spirit win, we
got the wrong information. In this evil world bad
spirits are stronger and they usually win, unless we help
the good spirits by doing good thing, like fasting or
meditating on loving kindness. These can help the good
spirits in a way. Now that you have done a lot of meditation on loving kindness, I've got the right information about
your son."
"What is he this time?"
I asked the holy man with disbelief. How could I
believe him as he was going wrong so many times?
"Son, he surely is a boy now. He is now born as a son of
a lady in the village. He was born two days ago"
"Which village?"
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"A-shay village, next to the big pagoda"
"I know A-shay village. Are you sure holy man?"
"Positive son. But you cannot go and work at the lady's
home."
"Why not?"
"Wife and husband might not like the idea that your son
is reincarnated there."
"What should I do then?
"You cannot claim that he is your son. But you can help
them by working near to their house. I can arrange you
work in a store as an attendant"
So I become a shop attendant in the village store which
reminded me about my life on the ferry ship along the
delta. It was still fresh in my mind as my wife and I met on
board of the ship. The whole story came back into my
memory and hurting me as I lost my wife as well as my
son. My tears shed. However I was quite lucky to meet
the old man who knew exactly where to find my son.
Every now and then I went to see my reborn son. The
couple was surprised to see my great care to their child. I
usually brought some gifts with me for the child. I gave
toys, clothes and some cheap jewelry, whatever I could
afford for the little one. He was lovely and fair, like I still
had an picture of him in my memory.
"Anyway, he now has a good life" I thought.
I had been working as a shop assistant for more than a
month now. I usually visited to the old man and to the
pagoda. I was happy, as my reincarnated son was near to
me.
One day the holy man came to see me. He said bluntly,
"Do you believe in reincarnation."
I said "Of course I do"
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The old man seemed too confused.
"If the little boy were not your son reincarnated, would
you still love him?"
"What?" I really was mad, and my body was
trembling all along and shaking. I really shouted at him,
"You are a liar. A great liar. You wanted me to believe that
the paddy bird was my son. Then you said that you went
wrong and a calf was my son again. Then you told me that
the little boy in the village was my son. Now what do you
have in your mind.Do you want to change you story again?
I do not want to listen to a word from you."
He sat down quietly, without saying a word he was
gazed outside. In fact I do not want to hear his bullshift any more. The whole room was very quiet. After
sitting quietly a long time, he rose slowly and bid me good
bye.
Before leaving the room he said, "Son, you promised
me that you might love all beings as your own son. That is
loving kindness or "mitta" in Buddhism. When I first met
you, you wanted your son back, no more and no less. So I
had to make up stories up to relieve your pain."
He continued, "In fact, I gave you my hand to get you
on your feet."
"One should not waste one's life longing for things he
has lost. I had an idea and told you to find your reincarnated son in his next life. I am not a god, son. I have no
power to know the secret of life. I created the stories
that you can continue to live a good life."
I really was surprised to hear the old man words. He
really was a wise man. The old man continued, "Now you
are in good shape, my son. You are meditating on loving
kindness for all beings. That is to open your heart for all
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the creatures, you know that too." He paused "Be brave to
love everybody as your own son"
He left me. I was alone in the house. His words really
made me understood my life as a whole. Why should I
love only my son? I must love every body's sons. We need
to care for one another. After all we are in the same boat.
After cyclone Nargis, I did not know how to live on.
"Life is not fair" I used to think.
That may be so. But nobody promised to give you a fair
life. In life, you may suffer, you may be getting old (aging) you may be in pain (suffering), you will die one
day. We cannot get away from these events. But we can
take care each other. We can love our fellow people. We
can love them as our own sons.
The holy man showed me to love the paddy bird and
the calf as my own son. To love others especially to love
animals may be difficult. But if they are your own son you
will love them.
I was told the baby in the village was my son
reincarnated. Now I know that whether he was
reincarnated or not, it does not matter. I must love him.
Now I am reborn. I know how to live with love in this
new world.
And I know where to keep my heart.

Khin Maung Nyo
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Cho Tu Zaw
Cho Tu Zaw (b.1968) after years of political
organizing, has more than twenty
screenwriting and directing credits, including
[Another Lonely World] (2010), [The Lost]
(2011) and, most recently, [Let’s Make A
Dialogue on Love] (2011). He is the author
of the novels, [Some Used to Hate] (2006]
and [Once Upon a Time in Ganges] (2010);

his poems and articles have been featured in a number
of magazines.
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20 years

20 years may have been just enough time
for the songs that were sung.
Instead, the list became classical.
Once, the young guys made a decision,
indeed a great decision
to change their little town
to bring in more water, more flowers, more beauty.
So, a townie of 20 years laughed and said;
Boys! Towns always match the town people.
No one couldn't do anything more.
No one, no more.
He said and laughed,
laughed and cried
and went off, disappearing in tears.
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The guys were left
with anger
with disappointment.
After that,
some ended dead
some ended lost,
some snake into marriage, social life,
and some ended by liquor and drugs.
Then, the 20 years were over,
their songs turned old
but the guys never changed anymore,
they grew to love their olds.
They couldn't listen to hip-hop and
rap songs of the next guys
'cos the next guys are bored by their songs.
But while the olds are hearing
the melodies of the hip-hops of the nexts
they feel angry, yearning and happy
and remember everything.
For those rappers, those next young guys,
said how they feel.
They said, their town has no beauty
and they want to change things,
So the old guys laughed again,
with tears.
Cho Tu Zaw
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The Star-lover

There, in the dark sky
behind the black clouds,
the stars are gleaming anyway.
In this timeless time
the night was occupied by the dark
the moon was teased by the night
the dark and the dark
then again the dark,
the dark only, all round.
But at that moment,
The stars,
those stars
gleamed for an instant,
for a moment, for a very short time.
But surely they shone their light
against the dark.
All stars are suns.
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They make the world,
build the universe,
and make the light
that warms people.
A star-lover looking into the dark sky,
tells the star's stories
and sees:
there in the dark sky,
behind the black clouds
the stars are gleaming away.
Cho Tu Zaw
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A moment at the river

After grandpa, my father continued.
After my father, I continued.
And after me, my son will.
Blood flows more easily than water,
history is an ever-moving river.
20 years before and after.
Past, present and future
may be a long time in perspective
but the years pass through the self so quickly
time is running fast, like a current
yesterday, today and tomorrow
running like current.
That stone grandpa couldn't move out of our way,
father also tried,
and I also tried,
then my son will.
What we never wait for is time.
All we do is always to try and try,
all of our time, all of our life.
Father never saw that he couldn't
then my son will not either.
Go on, go on, try, my son
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Push, to move the stone out of our away
and drop it into the abyss,
never ever to block the path like this.
Like many stars in the sky,
Like Mufasa staring at Simba,
grandpa, dad and I are gazing down at you
try your best. We will smile.
Cho Tu Zaw
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Pandora
Pandora (b. 1974) compiled and published

(Tuning: An Anthology of Myanmar Women
Poets) (August 2012), the first of its kind in

Myanmar. Her poems have been
anthologized in Bones will Crow: 15

Contemporary Burmese Poets (ARC 2012
and NIUP 2013) and in several other

volumes published in Myanmar.
Translations of her work have appeared in international
magazines such as Asymptote, Poetry Review,
Sampsonia Way, English PEN, Bengal Lights and Poetry
International Galleries. Pandora currently lives in Yangon
and is working on her first collection of poems and short
stories.
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Barbarian Village

'We will awe you with our colors'
On faces, stomachs and arms
Feline tattoos scattered red
A Pagan god at the village gate
Bones, horns, sabre-teeth
Bludgeons, solid bamboo sticks
Long and sharp spears
To face the wilderness
To face rival tribes
To fend off strangers
To fence their de-fence
To include, you may call it naivety
To exclude, you may cll it honesty
With their own language
With their own life, their own rationale
They live in their own meaning
To be blunt
Even the notion of shame is different
As is the value of life
How they receive love, how they receive punishment
How they hear the beatings of the drums
Not boom boom boom
But growl growl growl, the growl of a tiger
There is everything in their drumbeats
An assortment of life
A commune
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Paying court to a village girl,
Prayer for more games
Wrestling with bears
The erosion of the mountain creek
(Probably there is also a fear
And loathing of the white man)
Growl growl growl they play and they dance
The drum of delirium like a medium with death
Growl growl growl
Their sweat bruns over the fire, and sizzles
Growl growl growl
They have diced the sacrificial animal at the altar
Growl growl growl
They listen to the oracle's omens, without a blink
Growl growl growl
They drum their communiqué
They dance their demands
Their logograms are their holy books
With stark eyes, they examine their skies
Horoscopes are recorded on naked palms
Weather forecasts are read gently on leaves
They stalk their prey on the sound of the breeze
In their day, sunlight was ultraviolet-free
In their day, rain was acid-free
If only fossils could speak
They would bring you back to their aeon
The day automobiles arrived, roaring
Delivering food enhancers and utensils
Decorations and grand robes, the power of
Demand and supply, the free market
Teaches you who you are, who I am, what is what
Then then and more and more
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Then then...
Then after that then...
Seals and signs
Colors and categories
Evolutions and isms
Homophones and heteronyms
Fashions and actions
Shoulder to shoulder
Footprint to footprint
The creaking of chairs in collision
The noise of whistling and applause
That's how the sound of the drums died out
And the barbarian culture became extinct.
Translated by Ko Ko Thett
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The Venomous

I get delicate each time
I shed my skin, but
Don't you dare
Think I am soft
It I change colors
I only want to adapt
To the shifting sand
To the strange waters
I am not the type that
Flaunts my neck hood
Just to hiss and miss.
My wink can smolder
My stare can hypnotize
I can snatch a fly, my
Head lying low doesn't
Mean I'm asleep.
Clear your own path
Curl up in your own hole
Watch yourself
If you don't know anything,
Just coil up and be quiet
Don't you try to invoke
My recessive traits
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Next time
I won't just rattle.
Translated by Ko Ko Thett
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Nay Phone Latt
Nay Phone Latt (b. 1980) is the author of
(the City I dropped down) a collection of

stories written during his four-year
imprisonment. A blogger and activist, he has

received the Reporters Without Borders’
Cyber-dissident Award and the PEN
American Freedom to Write Award; in 2010,
he was listed among Time Magazine’s 100

Most Influential People in the World. He edits the online
magazine Thanlwinainmat, www.thanlwin.com, and is the

executive director of the NGO, Myanmar ICT for
Development Organization (MIDO).
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Fly in PEACE

Though I can’t see where I am flying, I turn my mind
into an imaginary canvas, as if watching a movie about
Kabul. The images in my mind’s eye are changing
chaotically; the only theme holding them together is blood
and tears. Is there anyone who doesn’t long for an
embrace? But the soldiers patrolling Kabul are frightened
by the living bombs’ embrace, an embrace whose reason
can’t be predicted. In our own country, who wouldn’t be
happy to have a party with his family? But here, the
families are divided because of war, are holding their
festivities full of fear, their happiness incomplete. I smile
to myself as I am steering the plane, careful to not veer
away from our fixed direction. Yet again, I am flying the
B-150 toward Kabul. I tilt my head up and look at the
other four bomber planes flying side by side with me. What
are they thinking? Regardless of whether the duty ahead
of us will move us closer toward world peace, we are now
approaching Kabul.
We named this project ‘Peace.’ If you look up to the
sky from the ground, you will see the five bombers each
carrying a letter in its belly. If you spell these five letters,
you will get the word P-E-A-C-E. My letter, A, is in the
middle. I send the signal to four bombers to let them know
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we are approaching the border.
“Roger”
I know they are ready to follow my orders. In the
seconds before I give the order to open the back flap, I
hear again the words of my commanding officer:
“No matter what the criticism is of this idea, I
believe it can bring peace to the world.”
I too want to believe that. I give orders to the other
pilots to open their rear drop doors, and I open my own.
As if angry that it can’t light up the world at night too,
the sun rises fierce, its rays pulsing. It is morning and the
city is still free from the smoke of the gunpowder. It is a
blessing to not be hearing the sounds of blasts or fire. The
city’s neighborhoods come alive slowly and steadily, to
the sound of the prayers. Doesn’t God hear them, or is he
indifferent to this part of the world?
The approaching bombers send a sound wave
toward the city, and omen of their arrival. Many of the
city’s inhabitants rush down to the streets. There the NATO
soldiers are standing still, their heads tilted up to the
heavens. With hope they gaze toward the sound. An
abstract mass calling itself a cloud blocks the sun’s rays
and takes over a swath of the sky. Where is the sound
coming from? From beyond this huge mass.
Those on the ground look up, anxious. What to expect
from this darkness? Suddenly the bombers appear in a
straight line, piercing the cloud cover. The crowd screams.
On the ground the elders try to calm down the shouting,
to prevent more chaos. Then they hearing the soldiers say
the word “PEACE,” reading it out-loud on the bellies of
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the five planes. Briefly, the crowd is relieved of their fear.
Then, gazing as the bombers are passing over them, they
see their back flaps opening. In astonishment all go silent
again.
Having performed my duty, I turn back from Kabul. On
the plane, made lighter by the dropped cargo, my heart is
heavy with satisfaction. My eyes fill with tears. Through
their blur, and through the memory of the crashing noise,
I recall what had been said.
“We will transform the bombers to planes scattering
flowers. Rather than loading explosives, we will load what
make wild hearts go soft and tender.”
Everybody will understand the message without us
needing us to describe it. Flowers represent humanity’s
good will toward places at war or in a state of terror, a will
to be peaceful to them. Your love will flow to them through
the flowers and turn their hearts soft and tender. We
believe that strongly, and surely.
Seeing the flowers bearing your love for them, the hands
that would ignite the detonator, the hands that would
trigger the gun, will hesitate, drop their arms and pick up
a flower instead, to feel its scents. We fervently hope for
that kind of transformation.
“All who love peace, please send a flower to us. We
will transport them to the territories in disarray and war,
transforming our bombers to planes filled with millions
of them. You, the people around the world, please make
peace happen in our beloved world by sending a flower to
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us.”
Within a few days, mountains of flowers piled up in the
places we arranged. Clearly and with our own eyes, we
saw the people’s eagerness for peace. This desire is what
made it possible to transform the bombers into flower
planes. Already five loads were successfully scattered over
the capital of Afghanistan, Kabul.
That is the first target of our project. Can society’s
humanity, kindness, love and the millions of flowers that
are the messages of peace reconcile long-standing hatreds
and old injuries? Will the hearts bearing so much grudge
that they are unable to value the lives of others worry that
the flowers will perish in the violence?
For all my doubts, the flight home was clear and
beautiful, my heart full of euphoria.
Nay Phone Latt
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Zeyar Lynn
Zeyar Lynn (b.1958) is the author of seven

poetry collections, including [Distinguishing
Features] (2006), [Real/Life: Prose
Poems] (2009) and [Kilimanjaro] (2010). He
has translated John Ashbery, Charles

Bernstein, Donald Justice, Sylvia Plath,
W isawa Szymborska
and
Tomas

Tranströmer, as well as many Chinese,
Japanese, Australian, East European and Russian poets.
Since 2005 he has organized and hosted the annual
UNESCO World Poetry Day event in Yangon. He is also
one of the editors of the quarterly Poetry World. He has
published on ' Language oriented' Burmese poetry in the
magazine Jacket 2.
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Sundays Luxuriant As Ever

Well, if that's not the case, let's say there comes a day
Like the day on which one seems to wonder
Whether one apprehends the event exactly as it happened.
Will that day erupt from the chest
Like a swift uppercut?
In other fables too, one may find such days
The size of one's belief.
New age yellow flowers sprout
Out of history's pure white anonymous skull.
The time has come to sit face to face and make a conversation.
Tender rust coating the interior
Needs chipping and hammering off the surface
Like that of an old sea-dog ship
In the sea that turned invisible on the land at the edge of
the sea.
The obsessed table is made of padauk.
So smooth. An upturned palm
Nailed flat on the surface of the table.
Such figurative use maybe grisly
But that's how it really is.
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(Like) Dark clouds carrying rain in the womb
(As if) a hero suddenly morphed in sunlight.
If it wasn't once upon a time
It has happened many a time.
Quickly shedding off clothes in a dingy hotel room
Air freshener hissing like a serpent enraged
Which pillow is the first shot fired after the declaration
And which, the declaration before the first shot>
The peep-hole in the wall
The stain of trauma in a refugee camp
Two bodies braided
In unabated flame...
Like a 'friendly' during a ceasefire
No matter which side shoots
The ball into the net, children clap their hands in glee.
'Goalllllllllllll'........itself a product of war.
A piece of news comes in 10 different designs
That's the latest power. The ash contains
The child's last cry.
Searching for the culprit among facts is forbidden.
Circumstances blindfold the times.
No war should be wasted.
One returns from war in a loose uniform
Without knowing which side won
One swinging arm just wants to salute.
The scenery slyly changes the scene past the viewer.
How to react to one who haggles
For a little extra of the war?
In one place or another, the recovery
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Of corpses continue. Amidst the frenzied buzz of files
Turns a rotting corpse on its back
Scrutinizes what's left of the face to match it with a memory
Memory fades into nothingness.
On the multi-colored bougainvillea clump
The sun unabashedly dazzles and blooms.
One buttresses oneself with a fabrication
That the moonlight folded and kept safe in the pocket
Is still in the right place, heart-side.
Oh.... exploited mountain ranges.
Urban composition in deep sleep seen from an open window.
A plastic pipe in a shriveled penis
Whatever beauty that still exists
A house lizard on the ceiling catching and eating insects.
Moonlight, as if there is still
Something left to explain, falls indelicately
On the uncovered pelvic bone.
Zeyar Lynn
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I Am a Fire Engine Going Up In Flames

I am an Asiatic deer in danger of extinction. No, that
electricity is no longer my power supply. Let's assume I'm
a rare Irrawaddy dolphin. I will never inhabit the Yangtze.
Have I become a brick in the Great Wall of China? In the
brick-making kilns, my bones are hotter than heat. That's
History with a capital 'H'. I don't want to be a nation in a
bundle of donated clothes for undeveloped countries. Look
how they make car bodies out of my ribs. Instead of fuel,
I am gutter oil. I am a brand-new banking industry. Ask
your grandfathers and great grandfathers to come and use
our services. I am ordinary pipe water advertised and sold
as purified water. I am also the villages that got submerged
under the enormous deluge officially known as 'progress'.
I am a womb impregnated by capitalism going on a
pleasure spree. I am the victimized masses in a time of
social upheaval. I am a piece of memory stuck on the boot
of dictatorship. I am the hymen of the young lady who
was sold to the highest bidder at an auction. I am a strip of
fried gourd immersed under the rice in the lunchbox of a
girl factory worker. New nation building has chopped off
most of my body parts. I know what I have to do to
reconstruct myself. With the kind permission of
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bureaucratic red tape, of course. I am Xerox copies of
modern constructions swarming like locusts. I am the
magnanimous law as stretchable as a rubber band. If I am
one person who was released, I am also the hundreds who
remain. Here I had to print my thumb. I poked my whole
head into the camera without a mind's blink. This this this
is your number, and so I become a number. I am the
poisoned meat ball thrown to your guard dog. I am the
urgent news of an impending natural disaster transmitted
through poor connection. I am a forbidden sentence silent
in the parliament. No, I can't be philosophical about not
owning anything, not even myself. He who climbed to the
very top stamped his foot on me every step of the way.
Once, I picked up Aladdin's lamp, but the genie did not
speak my language. The witch in a fairy tale was once
Snow White who bit into a poisoned apple. I am the
heroic neigh of the great horse ridden by Prince Charming
coming to save the damsel in distress. No, let me correct
that. I am the prototype of the great horse ridden by the
great savior prince. Just like that, I can be annihilated.
Even so, I am the sponge cells that rush to reunite as soon
as they are obliterated.
25 November 2012
Zeyar Lynn
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Roses

They are all around us, amongst us, within us
Alien, animate, intimate, innate
We're rose-driven as some Symbolists might say
May the rose light of my words brighten up your amygdala
A silent scent evoking a flapping of doves taking wing
A rose on one's forehead makes one an instant martyr
Democracy's rose in the sky Terror unleashed on the ground
Does the rose sing off-key? Does terror scent its spew?
Fly me to the rose and let me sign among the wars
A lunar dusts as crazy as a moon-spurned rose lunges at
my lungs
Forays into the rose as a space of encounter with the Other
My mother a rose from which I arose
The rose on the other shore opens my morning eyes to day
Oh...Rose, Thou art
Naked as the luminous star as natural as nudity
Only love does it signify?
Oh, shun the dune buggy that chugs of death,
Oh...Apollinaire,
O'Hara, and Reverdy around this pocket, this lake that
aches of
Rosism in poetry. The rose of simple eroticism.
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A subliminal rose. A subway rose. A subculture rose.
A bicycle on the skyline towards the colonial sun. A subaltern Rose. A rose blooming in a malignant cell. A subterranean rose.
City of wine and rose. Slums of woe and revolution. Waiting for Spring. A truckload of roses leaves a trickle of rose
blood. Unwashable, the call. 'Out, Out, damned spot.'
Spring dictates.
The icon of democracy is always seen wearing roses in
her hair.
In a bar called Prehistoric Rose, I met a poet dressed in
groom wear
Who said he'd run away from his true rose, and that was
his doom.
I do not NEED to write these lines
As the rose does
Not NEED to bloom.
Zeyar Lynn
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Ancient Fiction

I'm sure you've already thought about this. How they are
Full of trickery and set up a flaming scaffolding of fabrications
Those huge clouds of smoke.
Burning down everything and growing fatter
Getting greedier gutting and glutting with arson rings
Huge clouds of smoke blacker than generations to come
Swallowing all combustible in their net of fire.
The wind is their accomplice
Like a comrade, a driving force, red wing, with contracts
Counting its benefits
Fresh water, sea water, dams, hydro-electric power, naval
bases.
Fire engine went up in a blazing fire.
What if we take a step back? Will we see everything
Transparently and as clearly as we do
The Independence Monument?
Clouds of smoke, fumes of smoke, walls of smoke.
Smoke in all eight directions
And still dare say this is the best system?
Fire of greed, fire of anger, fire of ignorance, plain fire
The world too will be consumed by fire of wars.
You already know this too well
You pour kerosene over your body and you light up
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They destroyed every wisp of smoke from your charred
corpse.
The wind helps to blow every powder of your ashes away.
Some people even got burnt incidentally
Which makes me think of a novel read in youth
'Peaceful and tranquil rain'
I lit my cigarette with part of your remains, dude.
The papers say enemy headquarters now surrounded
Soon incendiary cluster bombs will rain down from the
sky
Legs, arms, sentences, fragments all on fire
Together with humans, adults, children
Imagine bodies on fire running helter-skelter
What a scene! What a photo op!
Come on, love, let's be faithful to each other
Temporarily, before the crowd is dispersed
Let's make love madly till our ashes merge
Before being blown away.
Zeyar Lynn
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Myay Hmone Lwin
Myay Hmone Lwin (b. 1986) is the author
of several volumes. One of his titles,( What
Was Written on The Stone Can't be Erased
by an Eraser) was banned in Myanmar. He

was nominated to shortlisted for a Freedom
to Publish award from IPA and in 2014
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received the Salai Tin Maung Oo's literary
award. The founder of NDSP Publishing

House, he serves as treasurer of PEN Myanmar. His debut
poetry book ' The Scuttlebutt' appeared in 2015.
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Spare me the Doubt

My hair? No, I've never had it cut. Ever. That's right. Not
since I was born.
But wait. Why do you guys want to know so much about
my hair? What's so peculiar about it anyway? You guys
are so weird.
Hair grows and keeps growing because God meant it to.
Why cut it off, I ask you. Is its a crime to let it grow? Does
it lead to crime?
Yeah. That's me. Living in this same room since I was a
kid. Not wanting to go anywhere. What for?
There's a clock in this room, have you noticed? And a
window. Don't know if it opens. Haven't tried to in a while.
Don't want to. Why let in the dust?
The clock, though. The clock is really useful. It gives me
something to look at. I study the second hand, tick by tick.
Sometimes I don't take my eyes off it has gone full circle one, twice, thrice - around the timepiece. I tell you, it's so
absorbing I hardly have time for anything else.
I am so curious. Curious and envious. When is the second
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hand going to stop? Does it ever get tired? I stare and stare,
envious of the way it inches forwarded, round and round,
an endless revolution.
What am I envious of? You won't understand. But it's like
this: Second meets Minute oh so many times on its
circular path, but Second never even stops to greet Minute.
It just goes its own way. Second is never bothered by the
fact that Minute gets to catch its breath and chill. Never
bothered that it has to be the faster one always. Never says,
Life is so unfair! Second just gets on with it.
Frankly, unlike you, Second has no curiosity about
anything or anyone, not even about Minute.
So, yes, I stay in my room because I don't want to see
anyone. But you - you keep wanting, keep trying
desperately, to see me.
You ask so many questions. About this and that. About my
fifteen-foot long hair.
And you'll go on making a big deal about it, telling
everyone about me, as soon as you leave this room.
You're all so strange to me. So peculiar. Not that I care. I'd
rather watch time, thank you. Watch the endless journey
of the second hand around that globe of a clock.
Leave me be, why don't you? Go do your job. Go look for
one if you don't have one yet. It's never too late.
Enough now. Really. Please leave.
Translated by Ye Mon Aung
Edited by Wendy Law-Yone
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A Fish Jumped Out of the Spoon

I am enjoying the squash soup, savoring the last mouthful
or two, when a fish lands on my spoon. A live fish, no less
and spouting words of wisdom. Honestly, it says; there's
no such thing as a fish too dumb to distinguish between a
fake worm and a live one. It's just that only the brave fish
are prepared to bite the bait. Coward fish skulk in deep
waters, burrowing into mud to hide from humans. Rare is
the fish that survives the hook, reaching the table live and
whole. A legend, dare I call a specimen like myself. Generations of fish will bow to such legends.
Could I imagine, asks the fish on my spoon, the way
blood gushes out of the gullet of fish brave enough to bite
the bait? Could I possibly imagine what it feels like? Yet
how easily frightened we are, we spoon-wielding lovers
of fish. It never fails to astonish the fish kingdom. We, the
adventurous, the risk-taking species, eat the flesh of other
creatures. Yet we panic when a morsel of meat gets caught
in a crack between our teeth. Then we go at it with a toothpick
like crazy. Hilarious, really.
If only we humans could be brave, says the fish on my
spoon. Brave enough to puncture our gullets and spew
blood for the sake of a mere bite of food.
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Now just go ahead and chew me up, says the fish in
parting. After spitting out my bones, of course.
So saying, it jumps out of the spoon and into my mouth.
Now, why can't I bring myself to wash that spoon?

Translated by Ye Mon Aung
Edited by Wendy Law-Yone
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8th Floor
[true poetry]

Give me a quiet place.Step after a step. Sounds of beer
bottles in hand. The small staircase in total darkness. It is
so late. There will be a third floor after the second floor. I
see a change of scenery. I see the top of a lamppost.Take
care of footsteps....keep on going up. Don’t think about
your exhaustion. It changes the field of imaginations. Keep
on going up on the stairs.Where is the packages of peanuts?
Are they in a plastic bag?
Children are coming down.Oh....doin’t make noise, kids,
you should be sleeping now. This is not for you.This is not
for you.This is not for you.This is not for you. I keep on
going up with my ration in my hand. Whistle alone not to
think about tiredness. Humming some songs. Keep on
going up one flight of stairs after on the other, until your
destination.
Why are there so many flights of stairs? Why didn’t they
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make them straight? Don’t think about it. None of your
business. Go on, a step after a step. By the way, Where are
you going now ? To Lin Maung? To Aung Shwe? Don’t
think so much. The main purpose is to get upstairs easily.
Keep on going, step by step,don’t make a mistake. Keep
on going up. Wow .....now arriving higher.
This may be final flight of stairs.Don’t be tired.Keep on
ahead.I am now on the 8th floor. This flat is locked from
outside with not just one but two locks. However I should
knock the door,Tap....Tap......Tap.....Tap.....

Myay Hmon Lwin
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Translators

took up the study of Burmese language and
literature at SOAS, London University in 1952, and paid
a first long visit to Burma in 1953-4, and then visited the
country regularly from 1976 onwards. She retired from
teaching in 1990 and now holds the title of Senior Research
Associate in Burmese Studies at SOAS. She has published
widely on Burmese grammar, modern Burmese literature,
especially the short story; she has also published
translations of short stories and a war memoir by Theippan
Maung Wa.
Anna Allott

was born in 1925 at Shan State, Myanmar. She
is the mother of the writer Mya Hnaung Nyo, whose stories
she translates exclusively.
Daw KHP
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was born in was born in 1940 in
Yangon. His parents are prominent writers, U Khin Maung
Latt and (Daw) Khin Myo Chit. He graduated with
specialization in Mathematics, B.A. and M.A.(Maths) both
at University of Yangon. He earned a Ph.D. in Mathematics
from Caen University, France in 1970 .
Dr. Khin Maung Win

grew up in Burma in the 1980s, performing
poems at school competitions and in town halls. He is the
co-editor and translator of anthology Bones will Crow: 15
Contemporary Burmese Poets (ARC UK, 2012; Northern
Illinois University Press, 2013). The Burden of Being
Burmese, a collection of ko ko thett’s poems that have
appeared in major literary journals and anthologies
worldwide will be published by Zephyr Books (Hong Kong
& US) in 2015.
Ko Ko Thett
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was born and educated in Myanmar. She
began her career in 1967 as a painter in modern art but
since 1998, and after her seventh solo show she became a
full time-writer in English, focusing on culture, traditions
of and travels within Myanmar. She has published over 20
titles.
Ma Thanegi

Vicky Bowman has been the Director of Myanmar Centre
for Responsible Business (MCRB) since July 2013. She
served as ambassador of the UK to Myanmar from 20022006 and as second secretary in the Embassy from 19901993. She has a BA (Hons) in Natural Sciences (Pathology)
from Cambridge University. She speaks Burmese and is
married to Myanmar artist Htein Lin. Vicky has translated
Myanmar short stories and poems for collections such as
Inked Over Ripped Out, as well as Mya Than Tint’s ‘Tales
of Ordinary People’.
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was born in Mandalay and grew up in
Rangoon. Her books have been translated into many
languages, while her non-fiction has appeared in
international anthologies, periodicals, and newspapers like
The Guardian, The Times Literary Supplement, The
Washington Post, Time Magazine, Atlantic Monthly, and
Architectural Digest. Her most recent book, Golden
Parasol: A Daughter’s Memoir of Burma (translated into
Burmese as Shin Yin Shwe Hti), is based on the life of her
father U Law-Yone, founder and publisher of The Nation,
the leading English language daily in post-war Burma.
Wendy Law-Yone

was born and raised in Yangon, Myanmar.
Started to rap at age 11. Nominated by BBC worldwide
service as “The Next Big Thing” in 2007. Featured as a
rapper and a song writer on many albums. Released a debut
collaborative album with his brother in 2008. Left Yangon
later in the same year to pursue higher education in the
U.S. Works for RFA Burmese.
Ye Mon Aung
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